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lIpHEHK are encouraging signs at 
Jj present for the base-ball campaign 
next summer. It is encouraging to 
note that a nine lias been already 
chosen, composed of such men as, with 
systematic practice from now till May, 
cannot fail to make a strong team. 
The result of thorough training was 
manifest last season, and though the 
nine this year will be composed largely 
of new men, yet, from evidences hist 
fall, it appears that our loss in the de- 
parture of '8G was compensated by 
the accession of '90. The new nine 
will be made up largely from the lower 
class men and will have the advantage 
of working together for the next two 
years at least. May we not accomplish 
this year what we so nearly attained 
last? 
TTHROUGH the generosity of an 
alumnus, a small quantity of simple 
gymnastic apparatus has been provided 
for the ladies of the college. It is 
hoped that additional appliances will 
soon be furnished, and that every one 
will devote a few moments each day to 
physical culture. To obtain the best 
results, a certain time should be set 
apart for exercise, and no other work 
should  be allowed to interfere.    This 
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would result not only in improved 
physical health, but in increased ability 
to do good mental work. An Ameri- 
can association of collegiate alumna? 
urges upon students to remember 
" that the best intellectual results can- 
not be obtained without perfect physi- 
cal health, and that a failure to obtain 
sufficient sleep,food,and exercise should 
be lamented equally as a failure in 
recitation." 
ItffcON'T waste your time," is the 
4sr advice given to almost every 
one. The need of such counsel is at- 
tested by the strange perversity that 
people evince to its adoption. Now 
students are not an exceptional class 
in this respect. The principal way by 
which many of them squander their 
time is, paradoxical as it may seem, in 
reading. Under the plea of weariness 
they spend their leisure in perusing the 
short articles in our weekly periodicals. 
These are of no value whatever from a 
literary point of view, and thus do not 
tend to develop that line, critical taste 
which is the desideratum maximum of 
every true student. Not that we ob- 
ject to the reading of the newspapers 
—although less time might wisely be 
given to them,—but we do think that 
too many valuable hours are wasted in 
reading that which is below us. One 
has a few unoccupied moments in which 
he thinks he can become interested 
only in some light matter. Suppose 
he devotes half an hour per day to the 
class of reading indicated, at the end 
of the year he will have wasted one 
hundred and eighty-two hours, or 
nearly  eight  days.    In  this  time  he 
could have read, intelligently and care- 
fully, several standard works, such as 
Smith's History of Greece, Leighton's 
History of Koine, and Green's History 
of England, thus laying the basis of a 
historical education, or a part of the 
Essays of Macaulay, Carlyle, Lamb, 
and Emerson, which are a liberal edu- 
cation in themselves. With these 
names before us, we can but solemnly 
resolve to read nothing below us. 
"O ELOW we print in full the offer of 
r-? prizes by the American Protective 
Tariff League to Seniors in our Ameri- 
can colleges. We hope that some of 
our men will compete. It is worth 
striving for, first and least on account 
of the remuneration ; secondly, for the 
honor it would bring to the successful 
competitor; thirdly and especially, for 
the honor it would bring to the college. 
The American Protective Tariff League of- 
fers to the students of Senior classes of all 
American colleges a series of prizes for ap- 
proved essays on " The advantages of a Pro- 
tective Tariff to the Labor and Industries of 
the United States." Each essay not to exceed 
10,000 words, and to be Bent to the office of the 
League, No. 2.'i West Twenty-third Street, New 
York City, on or before May 1, 1887, with the 
name and address of the writer, and of the col- 
lege to which he belongs, in a separate sealed 
envelope (not to be opened until the successful 
essays have been determined), the envelope to 
be marked by a word or symbol corresponding 
with the signature to the essay. Awards will 
be made June 15, 1887. Prizes : For the best 
essay—Two Hundred and Fifty Dollars. For 
the second best—One Hundred Dollars. For 
the third best—Fifty Dollars. And for other 
essays deemed especially meritorious silver 
medals will be awarded, with honorable men- 
tion of the names of the writers in a public 
notice of the awards. 
The American Protective Tariff League re- 
serves the right to publish at its own cost any 
of the essays for which prizes are awarded, 
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and will include the essay receiving the first 
prize among the annual publications of the 
League. 
The following gentlemen have consented to 
act as judges: Ex-Governor Henry M. Hoyt, 
Pennsylvania; Hon. George H. Ely, Ohio; 
Prof. Van Buren Denslow, New York; Robert 
P. Porter, District of Columbia; A. M. Gar- 
land, Illinois. 
(Signed) EDWARD H. AMMIDOWX, 
THOMAS II. DUDLEY, 
ROBERT P. PORTER, 
Committee. 
TBTOTIIING can remain useful for 
JJ^' any length of time without being 
revised and improved. We think this 
might be justly applied to our gymna- 
sium. The need of a well-furnished 
and pleasant gymnasium has often been 
urged. Nearly every member of tlic 
college understands this need, but 
nothing is done to remedy the evil, 
because it is not the duty of any special 
ones. " What is every one's business 
is no one's business. 
No doubt when the gymnasium was 
built it was furnished as well as the 
college coidd afford, but by use and 
abuse it has become so at present 
that it does not meet the requirements 
of the students. There are but few, if 
any, who take that regular exercise 
which is necessary to intellectual as 
well as physical health. In the condi- 
tion which our gymnasium is at present, 
exercise is a burden and not a pleasure. 
The stove that was put in last year is 
a step in the right direction, but it will 
take more than this to do justice to the 
college and to the students. The gym- 
nasium should be furnished with im- 
proved apparatus aud each student 
should understand its use. A trainer 
could be hired for a mouth out of each 
year to explain this and to direct the 
exercise of the students. Each class 
could choose a captain, who should be 
thoroughly instructed while the trainer 
was here so he could take charge of the 
class drills during the remainder of the 
year ; then let each class choose a por- 
tion of perhaps two days out of each 
week, and all be required to attend to 
the gymnasium work as faithfully as to 
the other work of the college. 
This could all be accomplished by a 
little energetic effort on the part of 
those whose object is the welfare of the 
students, and by a small amount of 
money judiciously expended. The nec- 
essary outlay of labor and capital 
would be more than compensated by 
the better health of the students, both 
after they have left the college and 
while here. 
We hope this evil of the college will 
receive the attention of the Faculty, so 
that in the future we shall not be 
ashamed to have members of other col- 
leges see our gymnasium. 
IN the last STUDENT appeared an edi- 
torial on the lack of time for reading 
in college, which probably represented 
the sentiments of a majority of the 
students. But believing that the STU- 
DENT should fully represent the whole 
college, we take the liberty to voice 
what, doubtlessly, is the sentiments of 
the minority on this subject. After a 
student has prepared his lessons, writ- 
ten his essays, or debate, given some 
time and thought to society work, and 
sent off that plump letter every week, 
he finds the ten-hour law inapplicable 
to his case.    He needs a fifteen-hour 
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one. But is not that what he is here, 
for? It is scarcely necessary for one 
to undergo the expense of a college 
course in order to obtain access to 
good books and magazines. He could 
stay at home and provide himself with 
these just as well, thus saving the ex- 
pense of a large part of his college 
course. For example, all will agree 
that Macaulav's History of KnjHand is 
an excellent work for a young man to 
read, but most students will admit that 
their time in college can be more profit- 
ably employed in disciplinary studies 
than in reading these five volumes. 
Perhaps many feel that they are slight- 
ing the daily papers. But it may lie 
true that there is scarcely anything 
a student can better afford to slight. 
How much of what the papers contain 
is real information? Often a Wash- 
ington correspondent will occupy a col- 
umn and a half describing the peculiar- 
ities of senators, airing stale bits of 
news abouf the President and wife, etc., 
while the doings of Congress will be re- 
ported in a two-inch .space. Besides, 
if a young man at college keeps his 
ears open he will be pretty sure to hear 
of all the current happenings. And 
by making this one of the sources of 
learning the daily news, he will acquire 
the habit of alertness and (puck per- 
ception, which is one of the important 
elements of success in life. In regard 
to time for reading upon essay sub- 
jects, we believe that the lack of it is 
generally a blessing, because most es- 
says should be entirely original. 
Hence, if a student finds that he has 
accumulated neither enough ideas to 
furnish   material   for an essay, nor a 
habit of thinking sufficient to select the 
right ideas, and to add new ones to his 
stock, as the case demands, he may 
justly fear that he has missed his call- 
ing. But little time for reading not 
only necessitates the reading of the 
very best, but also it begets a refined 
taste for books. More inspiration can 
be drawn from one good book eagerly 
read, than a month of voluminous but 
listless reading could give. In short, 
a trained mind and not a loaded mind, 
a love for books rather than an un- 
bounded knowledge of them, is the 
true aim of a college course. 
KNOWLEDGE of the rocks and 
sand liars is quite as necessary for 
the successful management of a boat 
as skill in using the oars. So thinks 
an English journalist who has recently 
conceived the idea of giving to the 
world the cause of the greatest number 
of failures in life. To secure the req- 
uisite data, he has mailed to thousands 
of unfortunates, circulars which read 
as follows : 
"To what causes do you attribute your fail- 
ure in life?    I—of—profession—attribute my 
(allure in life to the following causes : 1, drink ; 
2, gambling ; 'S, dishonesty ; 4, unfortunate 
acquaintances ; 6, marriage ; i>, single life ; 
7, disinclination to work ; 8, lending or bor- 
rowing (say which); !'. unpopular views (po- 
litical); unpopular views (religious); 10, to- 
bacco (in what form); 11, general incapacity; 
12, other causes.   General remarks." 
If properly filled out, these blanks 
would contain much valuable informa- 
tion, yet perhaps few, if any, will ever 
be returned. The author has placed 
drink at the head of his list of causes 
and undoubtedly statistics would show 
that this is the occasion of the greatest 
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number of failures. In many cases, 
however, the use of intoxicants is not 
the first cause of evil. Drinking, gamb- 
ling, and using tobacco are not solitary 
vices. They would rarely be indulged 
in, were it not for the example of unsafe 
companions. They would often be 
abandoned but   for the   influence of 
wrong associations. The hoy does not 
usually find his first experience in the 
use of tobacco so agreeable as to induce 
him to continue the practice were it 
not for the encouragement of his unites. 
lie does not realize, even, how much 
alcohol   might   do  for him   until some 
good fellow  points out   its   benefits. 
His wits are keen enough, his digestive 
organs do their work well, he recpiires 
nothing warming or cooling until he 
discovers that his friends use a stimu- 
lant. Does lie learn to drink because 
he can find nothing else that tastes as 
well as lager-beer or brandy? Oh. no. 
that is not the reason. There are many 
preparations from drugs quite as hit- | 
ter and quite as hot which do not leave 
him with a headache afterwards. He 
drinks for the immediate effect and 
that effect is not secured at home with 
mother. The best results are generally 
obtained down town with the boys, or. 
when he grows older, at the club, in the 
back office, and at the grocery store. 
It is hardly worth while for a young 
man, in his college days, to strive to 
become an expert in handling cards, 
unless he likes society, the society of 
gamblers. It is neither amusing nor 
profitable to gamble all by one's self. 
and for some reason the best of suc- 
cess has not been achieved among peo- 
ple who disapprove of this method of 
spending time and of securing money. 
Youifg men and women have never 
made a failure of life through gamb- 
ling unless they first became the friends 
of gamblers. 
Often the failures ascribed to intem- 
perance and gambling, if traced to 
their true cause, would be attributed to 
unfortunate acquaintances. Our asso- 
ciations and surroundings, the com- 
panions we choose, and the life we 
elect to live have greater Influence in 
determining success or failure than we 
are wont to believe. 
SINCK our last issue the announce- 
! ment has been made of the muni- 
ficent gift of 81,000.000 to the city 
of Worcester for the founding of 
a new university. The donor, Jonas 
G. Clark, gives this large sum. with 
the promise of more if it is needed, 
and thus insures the foundation of an 
educational institution at Worcester 
that bids fair to rival Harvard itself. 
Mr. (lark is the fourth man. who. 
within the past twenty years has given 
over §1,000,000 for the founding of 
universities. A little more than a year 
ago Senator Lehind Stanford conveyed 
to the trustees property valued at 85,- 
loo.000 for the endowment of a uni- 
versity to be established at San Jose, 
Cal. With this liberal endowment, 
and from the fact that it will be in 
close proximity to the Lick Observa- 
tory,  with   its   unequaled  telescope, 
Stanford University will doubtless 
spring at once into the front rank of 
American institutions. 
The  other gifts  were from Ezra B. 
Cornell,   of   New   York,   and   Johns 
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Hopkins, of Baltimore. The projects 
of both these men have been eminently 
successful, and Cornell and Johns Hop- 
kius now rank among the leading in- 
stitutions of learning in this country. 
Is it not reasonable, then, to suppose 
that Clark University, with its liberal 
endowment, will also be a success? 
It is always a source of gratification 
to see a wealthy man devoting his 
money to the advancement of higher 
education rather than to selfish enjoy- 
ment, or the gratification of political 
ambition. The question, however, 
naturally arises, does New England 
need another university, and would it 
not be better to devote the 81,000.000 
to strengthening some well-established 
institution? 
This is an open question, and much 
might be said pro and con. We do 
not think that our country needs any 
more small colleges, such as 8am Jones 
contemplates building, but we do be- 
lieve that there is room for such well 
endowed, thoroughly equipped, insti- 
tutions as Cornell and Johns Hopkins. 
Large and strong universities offer 
great facilities to students by means 
of their wide and varied courses of 
study and their ability to attract the 
best equipped teachers. And if the 
conclusion of President Anderson of 
Rochester, New York, is correct, that 
no college exerts a palpable influence 
beyond a radius of fifty miles, few J 
will be found ready to discourage the 
establishment of such well endowed 
institutions as those now projected by 
Senator Stanford and Mr. Clark. In 
this growing country there is plenty 
of room for these generously endowed 
institutions, and if they will only re- 
duce their expenses so that students 
of limited means can avail themselves 
of the facilities offered, they will prove 
a blessing to the country. 
There is a place also for our smaller 
institutions. They fill a gap. Many 
a boy, and young man, is brought 
under their influence; he lives, per- 
haps, in the vicinity of the college; 
sees it, and knows all about it. Col- 
lege to him is not a myth, he sees and 
knows something of college life and is 
thus led to desire a college education. 
After all there is more in the man than 
in the college. The student that faith- 
fully improves his privileges at Hates 
will run a pretty even race with the 
graduate of a larger institution, pro- 
vided he has equal physical and mental 
ability to commence with. We are led 
to believe that the students in our 
smaller colleges have more advantages 
than they faithfully improve. 
♦ ♦♦ 
LITERARY. 
WORDS. 
BY A. C. T., '88. 
From the quarry-pits of language, 
Come the rude misahapeu blocks: 
See the eager nations seize them, 
Broken bits from Nature's rocks. 
In what varied combinations 
Do they serve the needs of men— 
Grand kaleidoscope of language, 
Changing ever and again. 
Some will rudely join together ( 
Words in homely common speech, 
Like the rude wall round their homestead, 
Setting bounds for one and each. 
Some with greater skill in building, 
From these same rude parts of speech, 
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Rear the epic's lofty structure, 
Blocks close fitting each to each. 
Rhyme and meter are the cement, 
Binding each word and the whole, 
Till it stands a tiling of grandeur. 
While the circling ages roll. 
Words; they frame our prayers and curses; 
Words speak love and words speak hate, 
Stately prose and varied verses, 
Fireside tales and laws of state. 
JOHN  HUSS. 
BY A. L. M., '7(1. 
VER five hundred years ago there 
was born in the southern part of 
Bohemia, Luther's John the Baptist. 
Like the forerunner of Christ lie found 
the flax smoking, the bruised reed bent, 
and the kingdom of heaven at band ; 
for over the mountains from Piedmont 
came the persecuted Waldenses to find 
an asylum and people ready to receive 
the doctrines for whose sake so many 
of them had so cheerfully yielded up 
their lives. The Bohemians had a 
strong love for independence. They 
pressed earnestly on to that reform 
presaged from the lips of Huss and 
Jerome and borne on the glittering 
blades of Ziska and Procopius. Their 
country, in the heart of the European 
continent, divided from surrounding 
states by ranges of mountains, possess- 
ing a fertile soil and genial climate was 
well fitted for a race at once brave, 
enterprising, and progressive. Prague 
was their chief city, the residence of 
the German Emperor, the home of art 
and science, and the foremost capital 
of Eastern Europe. Translations of 
the Scriptures had begun to be made, 
investigation,   toleration,   freedom   of 
thought and speech and general knowl- 
edge were on the increase. 
In 1378, when IIuss was five years 
old, Pope Gregory XI. died. The 
French and Italian Cardinals struggled 
each to control the Papal chair, and 
with such determination that it gravi- 
tated between Avignon and Borne. 
For fifty years a wide schism existed 
during which the church saw sometimes 
two and again three rival popes, fulmi- 
nating bulls, and excommunications 
against one another and all who dis- 
puted their several claims, exhausting 
all the arts of diplomacy, duplicity, 
and crime in strengthening their several 
positions and increasing the number of 
their allies and guarding themselves 
against defeat and deposition. From 
this contest, not a few, in that day, 
saw that popery was not infallible, 
rather very fallible, and thus were pre- 
pared for the doctrines of Wycliffe, 
IIuss, and Luther. 
The few in our day, seeking to trace 
a regular descent of apostolic unction 
and spiritual authority from Peter down 
to the present pope or bishop find in 
this schism then made, like Darwin in 
tracing the descent of man from the 
chimpanzee, that there is a " missing 
link." Mosheim says, "The state of 
religion in the Catholic church was so 
corrupt that it could not attract the 
esteem of the truly virtuous and judi- 
cious part of mankind." Still England 
had its Wycliffe, Italy its Savonarola, 
and Bohemia its Jerome, and Huss to 
oppose with words, while Ziska and 
Procopius led armies to the field in 
defense of private interpretation and 
an   unbroken   eucharist.     These  de- 
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manded that the Word of God should 
be explained to the people in a plain 
and perspicuous manner, that the 
Lord's Supper be administered in both 
kinds. /. c. both bread and wine be 
given to the laity, that the clergy in- 
stead of employing all their zeal in the 
acquisition of riches should turn their 
thoughts to objects more suitable to 
their profession and live as became 
successors of the holy prophets, and 
lastly, that transgressions of a more 
heinous kind, or " mortal sins " should 
be punished according to their enormity. 
Thus events were ripening for a change. 
The air was full of prophecies and the 
hearts of'men beal expectantly. 
The spiritual anil moral elements 
waited the master's hand to combine 
and direct them, and that master was 
none oilier than .John of Ilussintz. 
School, college, university trained him 
in turn till in 1400 at the age of twenty- 
seven he became preacher in the new 
Bethlehem Chapel at Prague. For 
twelve years, with blameless life, grow- 
ing convictions, and with the courage 
and spirit of a reformer he shaped the 
iron, he tempered the steel, and forged 
the weapons of a manly and Christian 
resistance to popery. The quarrel be- 
tween Benedict and Gregory added 
fuel to the forge, and while Alexander 
V. unwittingly worked at the bellows, 
IIuss turned and hammered and curved 
Damascus blades for the great stru<>-<>le 
under Luther and Melanchthon. 
He was ordered by his archbishop to 
desist, but disobeyed, saying, " I avow 
it to be my purpose to defend the truth 
which God has enabled me to know, 
and especially the truth of the Holy 
Scriptures, even to death ! " These 
are resolute words, but they came from 
a calm, thoughtful, conscientious spirit. 
He was accused of heresy, and he 
heard the bells tolling at the burning 
of Wycliffe's works, which he had 
translated, and over Ins own excommu- 
nication ! But he remained undaunted 
and unchecked. From the pulpit of 
Bethlehem Chapel, like that of a 
prophet, his voice in favor of reform 
rang out. and its echoes were heard all 
over the kingdom. He was less learned 
than Wycliffe, his illustrious predeces- 
sor, but more eloquent und fearless. 
On the other hand he lacked that logi- 
cal and systematic reasoning, which 
Wycliffe had. and by which he agitated, 
when he did not convince, church, 
castle, and throne. 
HUBS was a man of simple faith and 
earnest manly courage, hindered by 
difficulties that were Wycliffe's co- 
adjutors. For what King Wenzel could 
not do for Iluss. indignant Edward 
gladly wrought for Wycliffe. It was 
a time of twilight in both kingdoms, 
with this difference, the morning star 
of English hope had a clear sky while 
the glimmering light of Bohemia's faith 
was shut in by clouds. 
Tim pirate, Balthasa Cossa, who as 
Pope .John XXIII., followed hard upon 
Alexander V., whom he had poisoned, 
seized the pontificate as he would a 
prize at sea, and then turned his 
pious (?) attention to IIuss. 
A summons to Rome, a fresh ex- 
communication, Prague laid under an 
interdict, the king's intervention, pop- 
ular resistance to the crusade led on by 
IIuss, his retreat to his native village. 
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and finally his voluntary appearance, 
with a safe conduct in his pocket, at 
the council of Constance are but suc- 
cessive turns of the wheel that was 
eventually to crush him. Once in the 
council all solemn guarantees went for 
nothing. By the perfidy of the Cath- 
olic ehurcli he was carried to prison. 
There fever and starvation were en- 
dured. Removal to Gottlieben fol- 
lowed where irons were fastened to his 
feet and lie was chained by his arms 
to the wall. Once and again he was 
taken before the council. Here he 
fell a victim to the rage and injustice 
of his unrelenting enemies. 
The sixth of .Inly, his own birthday, 
and so near that of our Nation, draws 
near, and on it he is condemned to be 
burned. See him listening to his death 
warrant, neither flattered or frightened 
into submission ! Behold him kneeling 
in the presence of that vast assembly 
and like his cherished Master praying 
thus to God : " O Lord (Jod. through 
thy mercy I pray thee, deign to pardon 
all my enemies, for thou knowest that 
I have been unjustly accused by them, 
overcome by false witnesses, oppressed 
by fictitious accusations and unright- 
eously condemned For thy mercy's 
sake, therefore, remit their sins." 
Chid in priestly robes he was urged to 
retract. Tins he would not do. Then 
stripped of his habiliments, assailed 
with bitter and insulting words, he was 
led past the spot where his condemned 
books were burning, and bound to the 
stake. The bundles of straw were 
lighted, and he with prayers and reci- 
tations of the creed gave up. for the 
truth, his earthly life.      But that was 
not enough. His charred frame was 
beaten into fragments, his heart roasted 
on a stick till it was reduced to ashes, 
and his very garments were consumed. 
Finally the ashes and every fragment 
and relic of the scene were shoveled 
up, carted away, and thrown into the 
Rhine that nothing might be preserved. 
It was on the sixth of July, 141;")—the 
Holy Sabbath—the forty-second birth- 
day of the martyr that he died ! Died? 
The poet Massy says : 
No stream from its source Hows seaward, 
How lonely soever its course, 
But that some land is gladdened. 
No star ever rose and set, 
Without influence somewhere ; 
No life can he pure in its purpose, 
And strong in its strife, 
But that all life is purer 
And stronger thereby. 
God says " If any man's tcork abide, 
he shall receive a reward." 
♦ ♦♦ 
MY  CREED. 
Tell me what lies hut just beyond 
The hills that hide my view; 
Your answers differ each from each, 
Yet each believes his true. 
Then I will journey o'er the height, 
Anil visit that unknown; 
Hut lo, there breaks upon my sight 
A vision all my own. 
Tell me what lies beyond the sea 
Of years that round us rolls; 
Your answers differ each from each, 
As many as your souls. 
Then let no mortal make my creed, 
Hut let it be my own, 
Drawn from the life and words of Him 
Who rules the great unknown. 
Apt words have power to swage 
The tumults of a troubled mind. 
—Milton. 
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AN   ILLUSTRATED   TEMPER- 
ANCE  LECTURE. 
THERE is a class of individuals in 
New England who are now rapidly 
becoming extinct through the influence 
of education and increased facilities 
for travel, but when met with are in- 
teresting characters. They are true 
children of Nature, having never lost 
its rude charm by too much contact with 
the world at large. 
A young college student, who was 
engaged in teaching in one of Maine's 
sea-coast towns, once boarded in the 
family of such a man. lie was an old 
man, over eighty years old, and was 
familiarly known in the neighborhood 
as Uncle Dan. 
According to his own account he 
had "Never seed a train of keers in 
his life." and had never been further 
from home than the light-house at the 
entrance of the hay, except once, when 
he was a young man, when he, in com- 
pany with a neighbor, went to Eastport, 
a distance of some sixty miles, in a 
rowboat, making the trip and returning 
in a single day. Uncle Dan still lived 
on the farm on which his father was 
reared, and many a quaint story could 
he tell in his own quaint way. 
One winter evening after the usual 
game of authors—a game of which the 
old man was fond—with the younger 
members of the family including the 
"master," Uncle Dan, having lighted 
his pipe, related the following incident 
connected with his memorable trip to 
Eastport. 
" Me'n John," said he, " arter we'd 
got what stuff we wanted at Eastport, 
went over to Campobello and got each 
on us a bottle of pepper-sass, 'cause the 
British pepper-sass is stronger'n the 
'Merican. 
" We didn't git started fur hum till 
late in the arternoon, and we was purty 
nigh tuckered by the time we got back 
inter the bay. We didn't git back 
till long inter the evening, so we con- 
cluded to leave our stuff right in the 
boat till mornin', and come up to the 
house and turn in. 
" We didn't feel like turnin' out very 
airly next mornin', and afore we went 
down arter our stuff, Steve and Joe 
Peters—they was boys about fourteen 
or fifteen year' old—they went down to 
the boat to see what we'd been a git- 
tin'. Purty soon they see them two bot- 
tles of pepper-sass and they thought 
sure we'd been gittin' some liquor. 
Then they thought they must have 
some ; so each on 'em took a bottle, and 
they was so feared somebody'd see 'em 
that they never stopped to smell nor 
nothin', but down with a good swig. 
They didn't git more'n one good swal- 
ler afore they felt sure they had busi- 
ness somewheres else, and Steve he 
started fur the house as hard as he 
could go and Joe he arter him, hollerin' 
' Stop. Steve! Stop Steve !' But Steve 
had somethin' else to think of, and he 
put right fur the house and made fur 
the water-pail. But it so happened the 
pail was empty, so out he went, and 
started fur the spring up on the side 
hill, and Joe arter him, hollerin' i Stop 
Steve ! Stop Steve !' When they got 
to the spring they both on 'em down on 
all fours, and held their heads in the 
water as long as they could. 
" Next time I seen Joe, I sung out, 
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'Stop Steve!' 'Ah,' says he, 'I'll 
never try to steal anybody's liquor 
again.' When I axed him what he 
wanted Steve to stop for, he said,' So'st 
they could both die together.' " 
♦ ♦ ♦ 
IS ENGLAND DESTINED TO BE- 
COME A REPUBLIC? 
BY A. C. T., '88. 
W Id. modern forms of government 
jfiL may be said to have been devel- 
oped from despotisms. The earliest 
forms of government were rude, bar- 
barous tribes ruled over by mere force 
of arms, and as the despotism touched 
man's lower and animal nature, so lib- 
erty and a free government appeal to 
his higher and intellectual nature ; but 
until that higher nature is developed, 
any increase of liberty only gives loose 
reins to his passions. Hence the des- 
potism was necessary for those barba- 
rous tribes until they could use liberty 
without abusing it. But the develop- 
ment of liberty has resulted in several 
forms of government, not alone in that 
of the republic. 
England at the present time occupies 
a unique and peculiar position among 
the nations of the world. 
Probably no nation has more diver- 
sity of intelligence. She has some of 
the greatest statesmen and some of the 
most ignorant peasantry. She is com- 
posite in language and composite in 
race ; composite; in her widespread do- 
main, and composite in the form of 
her government. 
English history from the time of Wil- 
liam the Conqueror, to that of Crom- 
well's revolution, was a constant series 
of concessions, from the crown to the 
people, and from the people to the 
crown, and with every concession the 
people became freer and the crown 
stronger. When William the Conqueror 
would be tyrannical, the people rebelled, 
and mutual concessions were made that 
marked the beginning of English lib- 
erty. Yet the king's position was 
stronger than before. He ruled his 
people now, not by coercion, but with 
their consent. Henry I. discovered 
that his security lay in gaining the good 
will of his people. He therefore 
granted them the right of trial by jury. 
From old King John came the famous 
Magna Charta, England's Declaration 
of Independence, which, while England 
is a nation, will not cease to be the peo- 
ple's safeguard against oppression. Fi- 
nally from Edward I. came the crowning 
element of English liberty, the establish- 
ment of the House of Commons, a rep- 
resentative body chosen by the people. 
But such privileges as these were not 
to be recognized bv later kings without 
a contest, and in 1G88 that contest 
came, and as Maeaulay has well said, 
"it is because England had a preserv- 
ing revolution in the fifteenth century 
that she does not have a destroying 
one in the nineteenth." 
Also, the power is so distributed 
that it is impossible for factions to 
unite to overthrow the government. 
The three-fold nature of the English 
government is such that the interests 
of the nobility and commons balance 
each other. Neither king, lords, nor 
commons can act without the cousent 
of the other two. 
Such then is  the   condition of   En- 
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gland as a nation. What, then, are the 
causes that can produce a change? 
And how have changes come to other 
nations? It may be thought that this 
gradual growth of English liberty in 
the past is an argument that the nation 
will glide peacefully from the condition 
of a monarchy to that of a republic; 
but such has not been the case with 
Other nations. All history declares 
that revolutions come not by gradual 
change. It is rather when a nation 
rises in its might against a tyrannical 
government that will not make conces- 
sions, that will not adapt itself to the 
growth of its people, and which, like 
an oak in a tempest, if it will not bend 
must break. Put the England of the 
nineteenth century under the govern- 
ment of the fifteenth, and there would 
be a revolution at once. The English 
government has grown with the En- 
glish people, and the fact that it is not 
limited by any written constitution 
gives ample opportunity for that growth. 
Had there been no gradual change we 
might expect a radical change. Such 
changes are sweeping and disastrous. 
But the outward and visible clash of 
arms is not the only revolution. That 
is but the outward expression of an in- 
ner, deeper, more terrible revolution of 
the national mind. Nations are not 
dry brush-heaps, to which the torch of 
revolution can be applied at will. 
Those tires come from within, bursting 
spontaneously from the ferment of dis- 
satisfaction. The national mind, too, 
must be a highly volatile one. that will 
be fuel to that (ire. The French had 
that characteristic, the English have 
not.   An English essayist admits " that 
a sluggish conservatism is the basis of 
the English character." 
The English peasantry, too, find in 
the person of their queen something 
tangible to which they can yield obedi- 
ence. They do not comprehend obedi- 
ence to a written constitution. They 
can obey men, not ideas. As the sol- 
diers told Cromwell in the days of the 
Commonwealth : " We will not, for all 
our fighting, have nothing but a little 
piece of paper." Cromwell coidd light 
for an idea, but he could not adapt the 
English people to that idea, and he 
ended by adapting himself to their 
idea, and became their ruler and finally 
their tyrant. Thus Cromwell's repub- 
lic became Cromwell's despotism. 
The fathers of the American republic 
were men who had been persecuted and 
banished for the sake of an idea, and 
were well fitted to adopt an abstract 
constitutional government. In En- 
gland there must be a deep dissatisfac- 
tion and a general uprising in order to 
overcome the inertia of political con- 
servatism. 
The  law of primogeniture   tends  to 
accumulate the wealth in a few hands. 
The rich have therefore too much at 
stake to trust it to the recklessness of 
those who have nothing to lose. Money 
is power, and that power is on the side 
of conservatism. 
Finally, the British empire is made 
up of parts too widely separated, both 
in location, and in the character and 
interests of the people, to ever become 
"one and inseperable " in the support 
of a popular government. A republic 
to be united must be composed of parts 
whose interests are either the  same or 
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dependent upon each other. The union 
is not complete unless the parts have 
contiguous territory. The divisions of 
the British empire answer neither of 
these conditions.    Canada, Australia, 
India. South Africa—lands under every 
sky and washed by every sea ; their in- 
terests are as unlike as is their location. 
Yet if England is to have a govern- 
ment of the people, then every civilized 
colony must have the right of franchise. 
The statesmen of England will hesitate 
before they exchange the unity of the 
British Empire for a weak confedera- 
tion, whose parts, for very lack of 
common interest and common depend- 
ence, would soon separate into half a 
score of petty principalities. 
♦ ♦♦ 
COMMUNICATIONS. 
To the Editors of the Student : 
Those of us that go out from our 
College to teach winter schools in the 
country, get not only a few weeks 
crowded with practical training, hut 
also glimpses into the kind of life that 
is lived in some of the communities 
that make up our state, and help to 
form the nation. The great differences 
in manner of thought and life between 
communities separated by only a 
few miles surprise the inexperienced 
youth. In our new country we have- 
not been shaken together long enough 
to begin to be a homogeneous mass. 
And we each have so much room, not 
only in acres for our bodies, but in op- 
portunity for choice of occupation, and 
unobstructed swing for having our own 
way in acting and thinking, that the 
habit  of    allowing   individualities   to 
manifest themselves becomes so strong 
that we have no fear that the jostling 
together that must go on as centuries 
pass, will reduce American civilization 
to quite the monotonous sameness of 
its parents, uncles, and cousins across 
the seas. To be sure our square miles 
will become more crowded, but our re- 
sources and opportunities will increase. 
And here no one will be restrained and 
molded by the conditions of his birth. 
American freedom of thought and ac- 
tion will allow every man to be himself, 
and will still foster the individuality of 
our citizens, and the consequent variety 
and liveliness of our civilization, which 
has become an American characteristic, 
chiefly through this same freedom. It 
is not different communities only, but 
different individuals, that we must 
learn to understand before our edu- 
cation is really thorough, and truly 
American. Therefore, in order to he 
well lilted to take our place among 
men to influence or benefit them, 
we must have seen men of many sorts 
manifesting their peculiarities. And 
who has a better opportunity for this 
than the teacher of a country school? 
He goes, usually, into a different part 
of the state, and into a strange neigh- 
borhood. He becomes a member of a 
family circle. He sees what are the 
objects its members live for, their 
hopes, and joys, and sufferings. He 
looks at the world through their win- 
dows. And when he has done that he 
understands them, can sympathize with 
them, and has received a part of his 
practical education. And his business 
as teacher requires him to extend his 
acquaintance   to the other households 
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of his neighborhood, and us far as he 
is able to understand and be under- 
stood by them also. Moreover it is 
his privilege to gain some knowledge 
of the various interests and enterprises 
of the town, and learn a little of the 
way it thinks and moves. He is thus 
introduced to those engaged in occupa- 
tions, and surrounded by conditions in 
some respects new, and it may be quite 
strange to him. And all this is valu- 
able, not chiefly as information about 
particular places and persons, but as 
preparation for meeting, and feeling 
interest in, and dealing with some of 
the million's that live in similar places, 
under like circumstances, or having 
similar peculiarities. Thus, your hum- 
ble correspondent, brought up in the 
interior, has received a prized revela- 
tion of the habits of living, acting, 
thinking, and feeling, of the people in 
a town on the seaboard. The fisher- 
men of our coast are a numerous class, 
carrying on a business the products of 
which are more valuable than those of 
all the silver mines in the United States. 
They are readers of the papers, and 
take an intelligent interest in the affairs 
of state and nation; and are intensely 
loyal to our country. They are hardy, 
and able in body and mind, very hearty, 
and somewhat careless and rough, 
withal. 
Thus far we have given our thought 
to things " the master" may gain out- 
side the school-room and the play- 
ground. But in school the teacher 
should be the best scholar. Childhood, 
ignorant of the arts of appearing, its 
untutored human nature standing out j 
in look and action, its feelings model- 
ing its face, is his instructor, and dull 
indeed is he who fails to learn some 
lessons. To have one child in your 
presence for a day is often worth more 
than to hear a wise man's lecture. 
Well, dear STUDENT, when your in- 
vitation came to send you a letter, and 
consent was given, it was without a 
thought that this would be the tenor of 
the epistle. Hut when a pen was seized 
these things first asked for ink, and 
now that they are said, your space and 
patience are sufficiently taxed. 
As ever your friend, 
N. O. NAME. 
MADISOX, DAKOTA, Dec. 6, 1886. 
To the Editors of the Student : 
Having promised to give the STUDENT 
a brief description of the "Land of the 
Dakotas," and of the journey hither, I 
will now try to fulfill that promise. 
Leaving home September loth, I 
came first to Lewiston. It was re- 
ported on the train that the "Bates 
boys " were to play ball with some other 
team, on the Fair Grounds that clay, the 
State Fair being in progress at the 
time. It would have been a pleasure 
to see " the nine " on the ball field once 
more, but as time was limited, I re- 
sisted the temptation, and went on to 
the city to stop a few hours, and bid 
good-bye to Hates, and the friends 
there. 
After a brief stay, the imperative 
order to " move on" was given by my 
limited ticket. As the train headed 
for Portland, and Mt. David faded 
from sight, I could not suppress a feel- 
ing of sadness when I recalled the 
pleasant   memories   and   associations 
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clustered around the place that for the 
past four years had heen the home of 
the class of '8(i. 
Then turning from retrospective to 
prospective, the pathway up the hill of 
life looked indeed rough and thorny, 
and plainly showed that he who would 
write his name high among those of his 
fellow-men, must struggle long and 
manfully to win the smiles of fort- 
une. 
The sights and sounds of travel are 
too familiar to need description, so I 
will hasten on through Boston, New- 
York, and Philadelphia, to my first ob- 
jective point, the eastern shore of 
Maryland. This country has been re- 
deemed from the abuses of the old 
slave system, in a great measure by 
northern enterprise, till many of the 
farms present the appearance of large 
gardens, yielding almost all kinds of 
fruits and grains in abundance. 
I spent four weeks here very pleas- 
antly, renewing old friendships, and 
forming new ones. But at last the 
finger of (hit}- again pointed westward, 
and I obeyed. Passing through Balti- 
more and Washington, I reached Cin- 
cinnati, and, stopping there a short 
time, revisited some of the canvassing 
grounds of Kentucky, so well remem- 
bered by many of the Bates boys, who 
took their first lessons in canvasiiiff 
there during the winter of 1882-3. 
Thence to Chicago, and still westward 
through Illinois, crossing the Missis- 
sippi at Sabula, and then north-west, 
through Iowa into south-eastern Da- 
kota. 
The journey from Maryland was 
mostly over new ground   to me, and 
presented an ever changing panorama 
of beautiful and interesting scenery. 
Passing through the picturesque 
Harper's Ferry district in the night, 
our attention was attracted by the 
sight of a forest fire. A few miles to 
the north of the railroad a large fire 
was raging among the mountains, and 
the whole upper part of one of the 
highest peaks was a sea of flame, light- 
ing up the surrounding country, and 
throwing the neighboring mountains 
into bold relief. It was a scene of 
awful grandeur, such as I had never 
before witnessed. But the iron horse 
soon took us away from this sight, and 
plunged on in the darkness. As we 
got further westward, the mountainous 
country changed to broad prairies, and 
to the eye trained among the hills of 
New England, these almost endless 
plains do indeed look immense. 
But at last we are in Dakota. This 
part of the Territory is a rolling prairie, 
with no hills except along the rivers, 
but nowhere a dead level. This is a 
great advantage to farmers, as it gives 
sufficient drainage to the land. Here 
is found some of the best farming land 
in this country. The deep black soil 
will yield abundantly for many years, 
without fertilizing, thus giving the 
farmer the full results of his labor. 
A very few years ago this country 
was in the hands of the government, 
the grazing ground for herds of buffalo 
and elk, and the hunting grounds of 
the Sioux Indians. JVIany relics of 
these former occupants are still seen 
on the prairies. Circles of stones, 
used to hold down the coverings of the 
Indian wigwams, are frequently found, 
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together with buffalo horns and bones. 
The cry of the coyote, and howl of the 
prairie wolf, are still to be heard occa- 
sionally, and in autumn the hunter finds 
excellent sport among the immense 
flocks of wild geese, brant, and ducks 
that cover the waters of every lake and 
lowland where water can be found. 
An abundance of prairie chickens arc 
also to be had for the shooting, pro- 
vided the sportsman can get near 
enough. 
This town. Madison, is pleasantly 
located about midway between lakes 
llermon and Madison, which are about 
six miles apart. It is in Lake County, 
about forty miles west of the Minne- 
sota line, and one hundred miles north 
of Nebraska. Only six years have 
passed since this town was first laid out. 
yet it now contains two thousand in- 
habitants, is the county seat, and con- 
tains the State Normal School, one of 
the finest institutions of learning in 
the West. Less than a year ago. the 
first Normal building, just completed, 
was burned ; but with characteristic 
energy, the city has erected a better 
one in its stead, at a cost of more than 
(25,000, and it is now occupied by the 
school. In the meantime not a single 
recitation was lost on account of the 
fire. 
The C. M. & St. P. E. a. passes 
through this place running west, and 
a branch running north forms its junc- 
tion with the main line here, giving 
easy communication in all directions. 
The majority of the people here are 
from the eastern states, so that a 
"Yankee" does not feel like a stranger 
among them.    The surrounding coun- 
try is mostly occupied by settlers, who 
make farming their business. Many of 
them are foreigners, but generally an 
honest, industrious class of people. 
Everything here has the Western 
push and drive about it. A man must 
be alive, and keep his eyes open, or he 
will be left behind. The very atmos- 
phere is clearer and more bracing than 
in the East. 
In winter but little snow falls, 
though there is some very cold weather. 
Occasionally a " Dakota blizzard" will 
sweep down and make the people wish 
for a more genial clinic; but this is 
the exception, not the rule. The 
weather is generally mild and pleasant 
for this latitude. 
Some of the greatest surprises an 
Eastern man meets, are his errors in 
judgment of distances, and of the size 
of objects. There being no trees or 
fences to bound fields, or limit dis- 
tances, he can make no comparison on 
which to base judgment. Thus when 
he sees a grain field that he thinks con- 
tains about twenty or twenty-live acres, 
he is told that there are forty or fifty. 
He thinks it a 4i Western story," but 
it generally proves true. This is a 
good country for an earnest, hard- 
working man ; but if any one thinks 
he can come here and get rich without 
work he had better stay awaji, for he 
will surely be disappointed. 
Every branch of business and profes- 
sion is full now ; but a little careful 
observation will show that in the rush 
for property and position in this new 
country, many men go into business 
life without proper preparation ; and 
though they may be successful   for a 
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time, yet as the country grows older, 
it will be found that they do not meet 
the requirements of their various posi- 
tions, and then the men who have care- 
fully fitted themselves for their life- 
work will be brought to the front, and 
will stay there. In these days of quack 
doctors and petty lawyers, the careful 
observer cannot fail to see the value of 
a thorough education, and preparation 
for one's life-work. And in this part 
of the country, where so many are 
without it, the value of thorough train- 
ing cannot be overestimated. 
But I have already taken too much 
space, so will close with best wishes for 
the future success and prosperity of the 
STUDENT. 
Very truly yours, 
J. H. W., '8C. 
♦ ♦♦ 
LOCALS. 
Tramp ! tramp ! tramp ! 
The boys are inarching. 
Homeward from the schools they come, 
Wailing as they slowly enter 
Plug! plug ! plug ! I vum. 
Bring back that organ stool for the 
small chapel. 
" She is the most wonderful woman 
in the world ! " 
Please reserve a few   seats for the 
Seniors in chapel. 
.Junior—"Oh,    for    more   German 
grammar to conquer ! " 
We shall have to go to  Mexico in- 
stead of Canada this time, boys. 
According to the latest optical reports 
near-sightedness is caused by old age. 
The business manager goes round 
saying, " Haben Sie mir einen Dollar 
zu gebenf " 
" When are you going to get back ? " 
is the usual salutation which the re- 
turning students receive. 
It is amusing to hear the line math- 
ematicians stumble through the Ger- 
man multiplication table. 
Babb came back with some real 
" aiders," but there was a heavy frost a 
few nights after his return. 
Mr. II. (reciting)—" Let II. repre- 
sent the magic lantern." It is needless 
to say there was an explosion. 
What is a unit asked a pedagogue 
of a young miss? " A unit is a thing 
with one dimension," was the reply. 
Freshman—" Mith, have you an 
ethscort?" "No." " Have you an 
umbwella?"   "Yes."   " Well, I ain't." 
Query: Through which could one 
see the new Senioric moustache the 
better, a concave or a convex lens? 
Answer : Neither. 
Prof.—"What is a normal mind?" 
Student (who has been studying optics) 
—" Well, I should think it was a per- 
pendicular mind." 
Wanted by the class in Philosophy, 
a color-blind man or a blind colored 
man (they don't know which) to ques- 
tion on the color phenomena. 
It looks a little suspicious when the 
Professors come in Monday morning 
and illustrate the use of certain prop- 
ositions by remarks on fishing. 
A fine course of lectures has  been 
arranged for the college, to be delivered 
j in May.    The lecturers will be Phillips 
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Brooks, Dr.  McKenzie, Rev.  W.  H. 
Bolster, and A. M. Spear, Esq. 
Prof.—" If you can see three sides 
of a die with the naked eye, how many 
sides can you see with the sterescope?" 
" Six," was the prompt answer. 
It was fun to see the absent-minded 
Junior knocking at the library door the 
other day, and to see him tear round 
because no one answered his rappings. 
Prof.—" Mr. . what is this mir- 
ror called?" Loud whispers in the 
vicinity. "Analyzer, analyzer." Mr. 
—" Oh, I see, it is called  Ann Eliza." 
Mr. W. (at the base-ball meeting) — 
" Mr. President, hadn't we better have 
the price of tickets for the entertain- 
ments reduced, if any one should want 
to boy two ? " 
The war-cloud has again arisen on 
the horizon. This time it is because 
the Freshman girls went out of chapel, 
on a recent Monday morning, ahead of 
their Sophomoric sisters. 
l'rof.—"There is nothing (hat is 
perfectly black. Now that blackboard 
(which by the way was so covered with 
chalk that you would hardly know it 
was a blackboard) is not entirely 
black." 
A student recently asked by one of 
the Professors to describe the Immor- 
tals of Xerxes, said: "They were a 
body of ten thousand men whom the 
Persian king kept full all the time." A 
sensation. 
'Tis said that in Pennsylvania rail- 
road fares are reduced one-half for 
students. That would be a nice ar- 
rangement for certain college boys in 
Maine ; for instance for him who goes 
to Gray so frequently. 
First  Student—" Mr.   has got 
back." Second Student—" Is that 
so? Has he raised a moustache, or 
skiers, or a full beard?" F. 8.— 
"Neither." S. S.—-" Then his term 
hasn't been successful." 
A passer by at midnight recently 
would have been astonished to see a 
part of Parker Hall brilliantly illumi- 
nated. It was only an experiment. 
Buck was testing the results of " let- 
ting the lower lights be burning." 
As a rule, those that teach during 
the winter seem to fare pretty well. 
The latest bulletin from one states that 
he " is flourishing like a green bay 
tree," and that " one by one the but- 
tons of his waistcoat are bursting off." 
A student had been reciting for 
sonic lime on viewing objects in relief. 
The Prof, began to illustrate on the 
board, and the student sat down, 
whereupon a witty neighbor whispered, 
" You think you'll see that in relief, 
do you ? " 
First Junior—" Well, Professor, in 
some parts of Canada there are no 
Cannucks, are there? I know that in 
one place where I was they were nearly 
all Americans." Second Junior—"Per- 
haps now you have been visiting the 
' American Colony.'" 
The rumors of war in Europe seem 
to have stirred up a warlike spirit in 
"our girls." We hear strange mutter- 
ings about " war clubs," etc. Perhaps 
they are going on a crusade, or a jour- 
ney to Mecca ; at least we hope there 
isn't to be a domestic war. 
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"And he maketb the wind to blow," 
road the Prof, at chapel exercises. 
That the Scriptures might be fulfilled. 
at this moment a half dozen bricks 
came crashing down the chimney. 
There are no unbelievers as regards 
that portion of Scripture. 
One morning the students that enter 
the campus from Mountain Avenue 
were greeted by the sight of a newly 
shoveled path. One of their number 
who had been wading through the snow 
for the past week, shouted, " The Hap- 
pian way, the Ilappian way ! " 
The two wills—Miss Belcher's of 
Farmington, and Mrs. Wood's of Cam- 
bridge—have both been sustained by 
the Probate Court. And both, with 
the usual tenacity of will breakers, 
have been appealed to the Supreme 
Court. The dates of the trials are not 
yet fixed upon. 
One of the Freshmen has been in- 
quiring as to what is the most re- 
spectful term by which to address a 
lady. We should think it would de- 
pend on the circumstances ; there is 
quite a wide range varying from our 
best girl to the boarding mistress to 
whom a term's bill is due. 
We had to omit our music at chapel 
the other morning on account of a 
"difference of opinion" between the 
organist aud the organ. The former 
wished to play simply " Nearer my 
God to Thee ; " the latter, especially 
the tremolo, wished to play it with the 
variations. 
The eloquent gosling of the theolog- 
ical school champions with unexampled 
ferocity the Canadian side of the fish- 
ery question. At a recent meeting of 
the Polymnian Society he held his 
auditors spell-bound for three-quarters 
of an hour, with his scaly and hetero- 
geneous arguments upon this subject. 
At a recent meeting of the Base- 
Hall Association, the financial commit- 
tee were instructed to make arrange- 
ments for two entertainments to be 
given for the benefit of the Associa- 
tion. One will consist of home musi- 
cal talent and the other has not been 
decided upon. 
Some hesitation was evinced, by a 
student in Political Economy, about 
the meaning of fiscal year. " What is 
its Latin derivitive?" asked the Prof. 
Uninterrupted silence ensued. "It 
comes from \fificus,' said the Prof. 
" Now what does that mean ? " "Fish," 
promptly replied Mr. D. 
The Reading-Room Association has 
voted to allow the young ladies the 
use of the reading-room free of ex- 
pense, with the exception of the usual 
deposit for a key. Willie will now 
find it necessary to devote nearly all 
his time to the care of this department 
of the college. Be it known, more- 
Over, that Dunton was the prime mover 
in this magnanimous resolution. 
 *-*-*  
PERSONALS. 
FACULTY. 
Prof. Chase is in New York at work 
in  the interests of the college.     His 
classes are  under the" charge of E. R. 
Chad wick, Bates, '84. 
ALUMNI. 
'70.—L. M. Webb and  wife accom- 
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panied the G. A. R. excursion to San 
Francisco. They report a very enjoy- 
able trip. On their way out they 
stopped at Niagara Falls, Denver, and 
Salt Lake City. At Salt Lake they 
were shown over the Mormon taber- 
nacle and temple, and one of the Mor- 
mons gave a sketch of their form of 
worship. On the return trip the ex- 
cursionists visited the Yellowstone Na- 
tional Park and the Chicago exposition. 
'72.—E. F. Nason is doing journal- 
istic work in Boston. 
'75.—F. L. Evans is reported to be 
one of the most successful lawyers in 
Salem, Mass.  • 
'75.—[Correction.] .1. R. Bracket! 
is Professor of Rhetoric and English 
Language in Colorado University, Boul- 
der, Colorado. 
'7G.—John Rankin is a teacher in 
the Reformatory School of Juvenile 
Delinquents, Randall's Island, N. Y. 
'78.—J. W. Hutching is principal of 
a High School in Bridgewater, Mass. 
'78—M. F. Daggett is principal of 
a High School in Chatham, Mass. 
'79.—C. M. Sargent, who is em- 
ployed in the Boston Custom House, 
has recently been promoted. 
'79.—A. E. Tuttle is having excel- 
lent success in the High School at 
Amesbury. 
'79.—F. P. Otis has been elected 
district attorney of California. 
'80.—O. C. Tarbox is a successful 
physician in New York City. His ad- 
dress is 238 East 8Gth Street. 
'81.—Geo. L. Record has been ad- 
mitted to the New York Bar. He has 
a law office in Jersey City. 
'81.—W.  B. Perkins has formed a 
business engagement with 1). Lothrop 
& Co. for another year. 
'81.—B. S. Rideout is principal of 
the High School at Vinal Haven. 
'81.—H. B. Nevens is principal of 
Bridgton (Me.) High and Grammar 
Schools, and chairman of the School 
Board. 
'82.—B. W. Murch has been elected 
to the principalship of a Grammar 
School in Georgetown, D. C. 
'82.—Dr. G. P. Emmons of Rich- 
mond, Me., was married January 18th 
to Miss Abby C. Emmons of Lew- 
iston. 
'83.— W. Watters, M.D., is having 
a large practice in Lynn, Mass. 
'8:5.-0. L. Bartlett is studying med- 
icine in the College of Physicians and 
Surgeons, New York City. He is tak- 
ing high rank in his studies and ex- 
pects to graduate next May. 
'83.—F. E. Manson has resigned his 
position as principal of the Bowdoin- 
ham High School, to accept a position 
on the Portland Advertiser. 
'83.—D. N. Gricc has successfully 
passed the examinations for admission 
to the Bar at Richmond, Va. 
'83.—O. L. Frisbee, who has been 
for three years the successful and pop- 
ular manager of the Oceanic House, 
on Star Island, Isles of Shoals, at a 
large salary, has recently leased the 
hotel of the Laighton Bros. 
'85.—W. V. Whitmore, who has been 
in business with his brother at Walla 
Walla, Washington Territory, is now 
in Escondido, San Diego County, Cal. 
'85.—A. F. Gilbert is principal of 
the High School at Chelmsford, Mass. 
'85.—Miss  A.   II.   Tucker   is   first 
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assistant in the High School at Ran- 
dolph, Mass. 
•86 J. W. Goff is in the law office 
of Judge Knowlton of this city. 
'86.—C. E. B. Libby is principal of 
Poxeroft Academy. 
'8G.—H. C. Lowden has entered 
Hates Theological School. 
'80.—S. (i. Bonney has been quite 
ill, but is now able to resume his studies 
at the Harvard Medical School. 
THEOLOGICAL. 
'87.—It. E. Gilkey has been hold- 
ing revival meetings in Bath attended 
with considerable interest. 
'87.—1). T. Porter has just closed a 
successful year's labor with the church 
at South Lewiston.   . 
'87.—S. A. Blaisdell has been called 
to the service of the Freewill Baptist 
Church at Moose Hill. 
'88.—I. B. Stuart has been teaching 
in Boothbay. 
'88.—H. S. Mansur has just closed 
a successful term of school in Webster. 
'89.—D. G. Donnocker has been 
laboring during the winter with the 
church in Greene. 
STUDENTS. 
'87.—H. E. Cushman was obliged to 
close his school this winter, on account 
of the serious illness of his mother, who 
has recently died. 
'87.—In U. G. Wheeler's school on 
GreatChebeague Island, out of seventy- 
one pupils, thirty-two bore the same 
family name. 
'87.—Miss M. N. Chase is teaching 
in North Waterboro. 
'87.—E. K. Sprague is principal of 
the High School in Hancock. 
'88.—E. E. Sawyer has been teach- 
ing this winter in Contoocook, N. H. 
'88.—Miss I. F. Cobb has been sup- 
plying a vacancy in the academy at 
North Anson. 
'88.—W. N. Thompson, formerly a 
member of this class, is studying med- 
icine in Portland and is soon to enter 
the Medical School at Brunswick. 
'88.—II. W. Hopkins has just closed 
a successful term of school at Mt. 
Vernon. 
'88.—S. II. Wood row has been 
preaching with good success in the 
Congregational church at Patten. 
'8').—B. C. Carroll has entered the 
Sophomore  class of Bowdoin College. 
'HO.—W. P. Miller is teaching in 
Wayne. 
'8!).—A. L. Safford is teaching in 
Strong. 
'8i>.—Miss S. A. Norton has returned 
after teaching a successful term in 
Oxford. 
*!»().—Frank Mason, of Bethel, and 
A. N. Peaslee, of North Weare, N. H., 
have joined the class. 
'DO.—J. II. Welch has been teach- 
ing this winter in Whitelield. 
EXCHANGES. 
The Williams Literary is the first of 
the Lits. that has reached us. Every 
article is of real merit. The stories, 
unlike most college stories, contain no 
hair-breadth escapes or thrilling advent- 
ures, but are none the less interesting 
on that account. Perhaps the best 
thing we could say of it is that we read 
it through. 
Next in order the Harvard Advocate 
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claims our attention. " More Daily 
Themes " seems to be an original feat- 
ure, ft contains several short stories, 
humorous and pathetic.   The Ad/oocate 
has no exchange department. It is our 
opinion that such a department would 
make it more interesting, at least to 
the editors of other college papers. 
The Oberlin Review comes to us with 
notices of parties, socials, and sleigh- 
rides enjoyed by the different classes. 
This leads us to wonder if we, at Bates, 
do not neglect the cultivation of our 
qualities. A class party or social is 
almost a thing unknown. 
Swarthmore Phoenix is a pleasant ex- 
change. The locals are always of in- 
terest, interspersed as they are with hits 
of rhyme, one of which we clip. 
The College Argus, from Wesleyan 
University, Middletown, C't., is a cant- 
fully edited little paper in a tasty cover. 
It is always welcome to our sanctum. 
The Niagara Index, from the Semi- 
nary of Our Lady of Angels, Suspen- 
sion Bridge, N. Y., contains an abun- 
dance of interesting matter of various 
kinds. Its outward appearance is no in- 
dex whatever of its contents. A cover 
of some sort would he an improvement. 
Two editors-in-chief of the Central 
Collegian have resigned and the third 
in accepting the "delicate and oner- 
ous" task, says " The difficulty of the 
task is largely due to the limited range 
of suhjects that we conceive to be ap- 
propriate to be discussed in this depart- 
ment, and the amount of discussion 
that has already taken place upon 
them." We can readily understand 
his position and sympathize with him. 
The editor of the exchange department, 
however, takes college students to task 
because he finds " The same subjects, 
the same style, the same phrases, espe- 
cially the same metaphors and similes 
that have been used for years." He is 
much troubled because he has found 
six articles on the same subject in his 
exchanges. Is it strange that among 
all the writers for college papers five 
or six should hit upon the same suhject? 
As for fresh and striking similes and 
metaphors, they are as rare as original 
jokes. Nearly all writers understand 
this and use similes and metaphors not 
because they are neic and pretty, but 
because they bring out more clearly the 
thought they wish to convey than an 
abstract term would do. None of the 
articles referred to appeared in our col- 
umns, so we are not writing this in self- 
defense. It might do for the Williams 
Literary and other papers that publish 
only original articles, to talk about orig- 
inality, but when a paper that publishes 
poems that are familiar to every school- 
hoy, from such well-known poets as 
Poe, Campbell, and Burns, undertakes 
to talk about originality it seems ab- 
surd. The writer says, " Brother and 
sister students, give us something new," 
and then he proceeds to illustrate what 
he considers new and original by treat- 
ing nearly all his exchanges in a kind 
of ain't-I-a-witty-original-chap sort of 
way that is disgusting. Now brother 
Ex. listen to a word of friendly advice. 
Never try to be witty or funny; all 
attempts to be either are sure to fail. 
Use your time and energy in trying to 
make your own publication original, 
and you will be numbered among our 
most welcome exchanges. 
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LITERARY   NOTES. 
h 
The February number of the Cen- 
tury is noticeable both for the variety of 
its conteuts and geographical distribu- 
tion of their origin. In subjects and 
contributors all sections of the country 
are represented. The " Life of Lin- 
coln," by May and Nicolay, is occupied 
with Lincoln's first term in Congress 
and his life as a lawyer; this install- 
ment concluding the first portion of the 
biography and carrying its subject to 
his fortieth year. Other biographical 
sketches relate to two widely different 
types of divines—President James Mc- 
Cosh, of Princeton College, and Father 
Taylor, the Boston Methodist preacher. 
Prof. Lnngley has an exceedingly 
interesting paper on "The Stars." 
George P. Lathrop has an able paper 
on "The Bailing of .Jefferson Davis," 
as recounted by one of the chief actors 
in the affair, Hon. George Shea of New 
York. Mr. Atkinson's second paper, 
on "The Strength and Weakness of 
Nations," contains an array of facts 
that will long be valuable for reference. 
The departments of fiction and poetry 
need no comment. The illustrations 
throughout are excellent. 
The February Atlantic appears in 
new and elegant type. Mr. Lowell's 
five-page poem, "Credidimus Jovein 
Regnare," will undoubtedly be the first 
thing to attract the reader's attention. 
In it Mr. Lowell, half seriously, half 
humorously, expresses the belief that 
the former days of faith were happier 
than these of speculation. The poem 
abounds in clever hits and will be read 
with interest.     John Greenleaf Whit- 
tier also contributes a poem entitled 
"A Day," and William Winter one 
named " Perdita." so that the poetry 
of this number is quite remarkable. 
The first part of an unusually well told 
and amusing story, called "The Lady 
from Maine," seems to indicate that 
the Atlantic has again been fortunate 
enough to hit upon a hitherto unknown 
writer of good short stories. The two 
strong serials, "The Second Son," by 
Mrs. Oliphant and Thomas Bailey Al- 
!
 drich, and "Paul Patoff," by F. Marion 
Crawford, are continued. These feat- 
ures, with an abundance of other mat- 
ter, make it a very interesting number. 
St. Nicholas, for February, is opened 
by Hjalmar II. Bayesen with a stirring 
and seasonable tale of Icelandic ad- 
venture, entitled "Between Sea and 
Sky," capitally illustrated by the front- 
ispiece, drawn by .1. W. Bolles. A 
new serial story by James Otis, author 
| of "Toby Tyler," is begun in this num- 
ber. It deals with the doings of a lot 
of little newsboys and a baby whom 
they adopt, and begins to be interest- 
ing with the first paragraph. " Etfie's 
Realistic Novel" is a clever sketch by 
Mrs. Rollins. " Among the Gas-wells," 
is a descriptive article brilliantly illus- 
trated. The poetical contributions are 
by William II. Hayne. Mary Mapes 
Dodge, Frank Dempster Sherman, and 
others. 
The Phrenological Journal and Science 
of Health, for January, opens with an ar- 
ticleon "Seven New Governors," viz., 
those of Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, 
South Carolina, New Jersey, and Del- 
aware. It gives a picture of each, with 
a description of their ability and char- 
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acter us shown by their physiognomy, 
also a brief sketch of their lives up to 
the present time. It contains a large 
fund of information for those interested 
in phrenology.* Fowler & Wells Co., 
Publishers, 7;");') Broadway, N. Y. 
Terms, for one year, $2 ; six months,$1. 
The second volume of The Office is 
commenced with the issue for January. 
Several improvements in minor features 
of the journal are introduced, which go 
to make it still more pleasing in appear* 
ance, and of increased usefulness to 
its constituency of readers. This jour- 
nal is devoted to the interests of bus- 
iness managers and accountants. It is 
carefully edited, and each number con- 
tains such a variety of matter as to 
make the issues exceedingly valuable 
to the classes addressed. The publica- 
tion office is 20.") Broadway, New York, 
and the subscription price S\ a  year. 
♦♦♦ 
COLLEGE   WORLD. 
WILLIAMS : 
The college at present contains 200 
men, an increase of 32 over last year, 
and the largest number ever there.— 
An alumnus has given 810,000, toward 
the erection of a new recitation hall at 
that college. 
OBEBLIN : 
Oberlin has six classes in the gym- 
nasium this term, and over 125 students 
are taking regular class work. The 
Review is asking for more room so that 
all wishing for exercise can be accom- 
modated. 
AMHERST : 
Senior vacations have been abolished. 
—The Trustees have recommended that 
the number of students be limited to 800. 
MISCELLANEOUS : 
Sam Jones wants to build a college 
for himself at Cartersville. Ga., and 
has received $10,000 for that purpose. 
Who's the next man that wishes to ren- 
der his name immortal by building a 
college ?—The average age of students 
entering college 100 years ago was 14 ; 
now it is about 17.—There are now 
in the United States, exclusively for 
colored students 56 normal schools, 
with 8,509 students; \'i academies, 
with 6,632 students ; 18 colleges, with 
2,2!)8 ; 24 theological schools, with CO."); 
four law schools with 58 ; and three 
medical schools with 12.").—The num- 
ber of deaf-mutes in the world is 
roughly calculated to be from 700,000 
to 1)00,000; and of these, sixty-three 
per cent, are said to have been born 
deaf, others losing their hearing by 
different accidents. To meet their edu- 
cational wants there are on the face of 
the globe, 397 institutions, containing 
2G,J73 inmates of both sexes, and em- 
ploying over two thousand teachers. 
» ♦ » 
AMONG   THE   POETS. 
SUNRISE. 
Alone I stood at morn within a vale, 
And watched the mist that up the mountain 
rollM: 
Tho sun arose; it touched each snowy peak, 
And Midas-like turned every crest to gold. 
'Tis even so, I thought, with us through life; 
When friends have left us and our prospects 
gone, 
Hope, like the sun, will rise o'er mountains 
dark, 
And hlackest night he chased away by dawn. 
—//. //. F., Jr., Harvard Advocate, 
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JOHN C. HATCH, 
(Successor to Johnston & Hatch,) 
• MANUFACTURER   OF ♦ 
CIGARS 
No. 64  Lisbon  Street, 
LEWISTON,  MAINE. 
Sign Big; Indian. 
NOTICE. 
fE, the undersigned, hereby agree to do 
T^S0 First-Class Work in our business, and 
At Prices thai Will Suit the Times. 
We are proprietors and manufacturers of the 
BEST DRY-PLATE in the world. We use 
these plates in our Photograph Rooms, and 
defy competition. We have the best facilities 
in the State for making 
FIRST-CLASS WORK. 
College and School Work a Specialty. 
We invite the public to call and examine 
our work, and see for themselves that we have 
and do what we claim.   Respectfully, 
CURTIS & ROSS, 
Over Bicknell & Neat's, Lisbon St., 
LEWISTON, ME. 
NIGHT. 
The traveler, Night, is gliding thro' the street, 
No word he speaks and noiseless are his feet; 
His breath is cold, and with his mantle spread 
He Hies like some grim spectre of the dead. 
I watch in vain for some old well-known face, 
But all are muffled; slow steps quicken pace; 
And now fall fast the flickering flakes that fold 
The earth in winter's dread relentless hold. 
Ah ! symbol of that ghostly winter night 
That comes when our short daylight  fades 
from sight, 
And we, like muffled spectres, haste away, 
Alone, unknown, in single, mute array, 
From heartless winter and this traveler grim, 
Gliding with noiseless feet when day grows 
dim— 
Whose shadowy form, on that glad  distant 
shore 
Of light eternal, wo shall see no more. 
—S. T. L., Williams Literary. 
HER LIPS. 
Her lips like Cupid's bow, 
So prettily, daintily curving; 
The arrow that speeds on unswerving 
Is the smile that on them doth glow. 
Alas ! for the bosom, Love 
So wantonly, waywanlly harrows ! 
Alas ! for the target, the arrows 
From her lips, in their flight, shall prove. 
—Amherst Student. 
TEMPORA MUTANTUR. 
Long years ago, in the days of old, 
Ere men had learned a thirst for gold, 
Each poet sang from out his heart 
And sang of Nature, not of Art. 
But in these days 'tis all for Art;. 
From the head they sing, not from the heart, 
And as for Nature,—the story's old,— 
Poor Nature's left out in the cold. 
—Harvard Advocate. 
I CANNOT WRITE. 
(liondcau.) 
I cannot write; I've tried all night, 
And, what is more, with all my might, 
To bring out of this brain of mine 
Something emphatically fine, 
That may prove worthy to indite. 
I've spilt the ink, and smashed the light 
And feel as if I'd like to fight; 
I know I've got to draw the line; 
I cannot write. 
My hopes had gone up like a kite; 
In fact they were quite out of sight, 
But when I tried with pen to shine, 
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Crayon Artist and Photographer, 
As he is now situated in his 
NEW STUDIO, SANDS BUILDING, 
Has facilities for all kinds of Photographic Work, 
which are unrivaled in the State. Wo make a specialty of large work, such as GROUPS, 
LIFE-SIZE HEADS, and LARGE FULL-LENGTH PHOTOGRAPHS, which with our 
large camera and superior light we execute in the highest perfection of the art. Full line of 
samples on exhibition at our studio.    Prices low. 
SPECIAL   RATES   TO   STUDENTS.      CALL   AND   SEE   US. 
-—-- F.  E.  STANLEY.  
GEORGE R. PAGE, 
FINE  MILLINERY, 
27 Lisbon Street, Lewiston, Me. 
I yanked in on that kite's long twine, 
And shortened my ethereal flight, 
I cannot write. 
—Penna, in  Williams Fortniijht. 
INCONSISTENCY. 
To him who twirls the racket light 
And loves the twisting ball, 
With poor opponent o'er the net, 
The game 's no sport at all. 
But this same man will play with one 
Whose playing is so tame, 
Did he but choose exert himself 
He would not lose a game. 
He'll run and chase the balls around, 
And never seem to tire, 
And do more work lor nothing, then, 
Than he would do for hire. 
'Tis with no man he thus will play, 
But with some charming dove: 
She, on her part may gain the jioints, 
He seeks to gain but "Love." 
—Univ. Herald. 
♦ ♦* 
CLIPPINGS. 
Teacher—"Parse kissed." Maiden 
(innocently)—" It is a conjunction." 
—Review. 
" You have got a black eye, Pat. 
How did you get it?" Pat—« Home 
rule, sir."—Ex. 
The Indian smokes the pipe of peace, 
the Irishman the piece of pipe.—Ex. 
" What's the matter with the mail 
That our letters are so stale ? " 
Is the oft repeated wail. 
No, it's not our new P. O. 
Though some growlers may say so 
In bombast. 
'Tis because we did not write 
Quite as promptly as we might 
An answer to her last. —Phenix. 
As man and wife are one, the hus- 
band, when seated with his wife, must be 
beside himself.—Philadelphia Herald. 
JEsthetic Young Lad}'—" Can you 
conceive of anything more somberly 
and poetically solemn than the denou- 
ment of Romeo and Juliet? Could the 
poet have made their fate more wierdly 
tragic?" Cynical Bachelor— "Oh, 
yes; he might have married them." 
—Central Collegian. 
IDENTITY. 
In the dear old home the Freshman sat 
With papa, ma, and Jane. 
Upon his head a beaver hat, 
Within his hand a cane. 
His talk was all of college ways, 
Of " flunk." and " cut," and " dig;" 
Of " Harkey," "Johnny," " how ice haze," 
And mysteries of "trig." 
His fond papa with pride surveyed 
A son so smart and spry, 
While little Jane was half afraid 
To meet his learned eye. 
But dear mama did stand aloof. 
" I can't believe," thought she, 
" This tonev gent, without good proof, 
To be my own Billie." 
A monstrous pie she slyly brought, 
And set her son before. 
He seized the dish and in he fought, 
As in the days of yore. 
O then, while fell the tears like rain, 
She cried, "It is Billie ! 
For since I've seen him eat again 
It can be none but he! " 
—Brunonian. 
. 
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A CARD TO CIGARETTE SMOKERS. 
Owing to the persistent attempt of numerous Cigarette 
manufacturers to copy in part the BRAND NAME of the 
"RICHMOND STRAIGHT CUT," now in the eleventh 
year of their popularity, we think it alike due to the pro- 
tection of the consumer and ourselves, to warn the public 
against base imitations and call their attention to the fact 
that the original STRAIGHT CUT BRAND is the 
RICHMOND STRAIGHT CUT No. 1, introduced by 
vs in 1875, and to caution the students to observe, that 
our signature appears on every package of the genuine 
Straight Cut Cigarettes. 
ALLEN & GINTER, Richmond, Va. 
■'* 
••« 
F. A. JONES & CO., 
DEALERS   IN 
BOOTS, SHOES, AND RUBBERS, 
No. 7 College Block, 
LEWISTON, - -   MAINE. 
Robie's Shirt Store 
IS  IIEADQITAKTKHS   KOK 
Shirts, Collars, Cuffs, Neckwear. 
Boxing Gloves, Domb-Bells, and Indian Clubs, 
at Manufacturers' Prices. 
43-SIIIKT PATTERNS CUT TO MEASURE.,** 
STRICTLY PURE CONFECTIONERY, 
Made Fresh Every Day (Except Sundays), at the 
BSOASDWAT  OA9»T WOIKI 
From the Best Granulated Sugar.   Price, 10 to 40 Cents Per Pound.    M. E. Goss, Chief Clerk, 
F. W. Hodgkins, Candy Refiner. 
No.  223   MAIN   ST., LEWISTON. S. A.  CUMMINGS,   Proprietor. 
-•»£; =H _9, CHARLES   A. ABBOTT,* 
DRUGS, MEDICINES,  CHEMICALS, FINE TOILET SOAPS, 
BRUSHES,  COMBS,  ETC. 
Corner Lisbon and Main Streets,     ------      Lewiston, Maine. 
Perfumery and Fancy Toilet Articles In great variety.    Physicians' Prescriptions accurately compounded. 
DR. S. W. JENKINS, 
DENTIST, 
No. 9 Pilsbury Block, Lisbon St., Lewiston. 
Open Sunday Afternoon, and Evenings. 
Diamond  Corn   Solvent. 
Has proved to be a prompt, efficient, and safe re- 
mover  of   Corns,  Wartw,    Bunions,   and   Cal- 
lou-c-. The large number of bottles we have sold 
and the high reputation it has attained, warrants us 
in saying it is (lie best made.   Price, '45 Cents. 
O.W. Kimball &.Co. (Druggists), Proprs. 
LEWISTON,  MAINE. 
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HIGH STREET LAUNDRY 
AUBURN,   MAINE. 
Proprietor. NATHANIEL   DAVIS,  
Office: A. S. WOODMAN, Room 4'.t, P. H. 
All Work Neatly and Promptly Done. REPAIRING Neatly Done if desired. 
New Style, 1886. 
MURPHY, 
THE 
HATTER 
SIGN, GOLD  HAT, 
MRS. NEALS BOOK BINDERY, 
Journal Block, Lewiston, Me. 
,83 Magazines, Music, etc., Hound in a Neat and 
Datable Manner. Baling and Blank Hook Work of 
Every Description done to Order. 
DUG. N. WOODBURY & SON, 
DENTISTS, 
LEWISTON,    -   -   MAINE.       |  Room8 e and 7 Pilsbury Block, Lewiston. 'M- 
1867. ESTABLISHED 1867. 
R.  DAGGETT 
il 
? 
PRESSED AND   REPAIRED. 
Kill Gloves Cleansed and Dyed. 
No. 16 Ash Street, Lewiston, Me., 
UNDKK   CLARK'S   DRUG   STORK. 
JOB  WAOOIST. 
BT7BGESS. 
Orders left at Getchell's, 173 Main Street. 
PROMPTLY  ATTENDED  TO. 
B.  I.ITCIIFIEI.K. M. EMEKY. 
B. LITCHFIELD &. CO., 
Dealers in 
Choice Family Groceries and Provisions. 
Choice Meats a specialty. 
240 Main Street, Lewiston, Maine. 
GEO.   R.   KIMBALL, 
Watchmaker. 
Pine Watch & Clock Repairing a specialty. 
All kinds of Hair Jewelry and Solid Work Made 
to Order or Repaired.    No Apprentices. 
D. W. WIGGIIM'S DRUG STORE, 
New No. 213 Lisbon St., -   Lewiston, Me. 
^sJ^E. Bureau of Education, 
Does business in every State and Territory. 
Charges Teachers   less than any other reliable 
Agency. 
No Charges to School Officers  for services ren- 
dered. 
Circulars and Forms of Application sent free. 
Address or call upon 
HIRAM OKCUTT, Manager, 
3 Somerset St., Boston, Mass. 
MARIETTA COLLEGE, Oct. 22,1886. 
From my knowledge of Dr. Hiram Orcutt, I 
should not expect any man in the country to excel 
him in selecting the right teacher for the right place. 
JOHN  EATON, 
President Marietta College, and for sixteen years 
United States Commissioner of Education. 
"I am engaged in the position of which yon in- 
formed me. 1 had thought it advisable to register 
with four of the most reputable agencies; but allow 
me to say that in earnest, conscientious devotion to 
iny interest, and in evident purpose to give me just 
the position 1 was seeking, you have surpassed all 
the others. I shall not fail to speak in the highest 
terms of the New England Bureau of Education 
whenever I have an opportunity, and to employ it 
in future myself." E. M. W. 
Fishkill-on-the-Hudson, N. Y. 
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UNCONDITIONALLY WARRANTED 
Wood's Pcnograph Is 
the only fountain pen 
ever constructed which 
ia unconditionally war- 
ranted to give satisfaction- 
By this "uncondition 
ally warranted" M 
meant that every pur- 
chaser of Wood's Peno- 
graph is guaranteed the 
return of hia money 
if for any reason what- 
ever it should not 
prove satisfactory; 
and the fact that 
not one purchaser in 
one thousand ha:- ar.ked 
for tho return of hia 
money is iadispu'.ablo 
evidence that the Pono- gr&phta not one of tho 
numerous unreliable 
fountain pons which 
flood the market. 
First Penograph Testimonial.! 
CAMP GROUNDS, Bran-I 
don. Vt.. July 5. 1884.1 
Penograbn came lastl 
night nnd it ia justl 
splendid, as tho girls! 
say. I s;it up after mid-1 
night trying it. To! 
write with it is acon-l 
sinnt delight. BEV. B-I 
S- TAYLOR. 
"Wood's Penograph isl 
aboonlowritersin hot.l 
dry coir tries, where I 
ink thicken s so rapidly. I 
P.EV. TH-EO. S. POND,I 
Beirut, Syria. 
I could not hear to bel 
without Woods Peno-I 
graph, nnd have given! 
Jour address to soverall 
riends who wished tol 
nurch'seit. EI.IZABETHI 
HAEBISON, 2201dBroadl 
Street, ea-e J. S. ^Ior-1 
gan Co., Bankors, Lon-| 
di>n, England. 
I received tho Pcno- 
graph by mail before 
last. It is n oro than I 
expected, I am do- 
lightod with it, nnd 
now send an order for 
eight more. HEKBF.KT 
W. SWARTZ. D. 1>.. M'II- 
dia, j>iiy;igi Ken, Japan- 
I sold 20 Wood's Peno- 
graphs in C hourswith- 
out interfering with 
my regular businoss as 
A drummer. L. A. Boss, 
Sadali.-., Mo. 
SEND ON your favorite goldl 
pen, any size, with $1.50,aad it 
will he littud to either lio dor and 
returned.    Should    it   for   anyl 
rea-on not   work to your satisf;ic-| 
tion tho monoy will bo refunded. 
O-EO.   &£.   :RO-A_:K:, 
^FLORIST**- 
37 High St., AUBURN, MAINE. 
Cut Flowers a Specialty. 
I. C.  PHILLIPS, 
Prln. Wilton Academy. 
'   WILTON, MAINE. 
THE MAINE TEACHERS' AGENCY, 
A popular anil reliable means of communica- 
tion between Teachers and School Officers. 
I. C. I'll i I.I.I iv«. Manager. 
WINSLOW TURNER, 
No.   n   Turner  Street,   .   •  Opposite Court  House, 
ALBURN, MAINE. 
© 
Ladies' and Gents' Boots Made to Order, 
GEORGE W. SMITH, 
Manufacturer of Brackets,   Indian Clubs, 
BOOK RACKS, &c.   TURNING AND SCROLL 
SAWING DONE TO ORDER. 
No. 46 Lower Main Street, Lewiston, Me. 
Over Wheeler's Machine Shop. 
Save Copies of All Important Letters. 
The best and lowest priced Copy Hook in the 
market is 
The  "Hano Manifold  Letter-Book." 
Writes and copies letters ill the same time.   No 
Water!   No Press I   No Special Ink!   No Trouble! 
Send for price list or call and see them at 
WOOD, KOIUNSON & CO., Main Street, Auburn, 
Wholesale Paper Dealers, Gen'l Ajrts. for Maine. 
GREAT   HARGAINS    IN 
STUDENTS' FURNITURE 
Large Stock of all kinds of 
HOUSEKEEPING    GOODS, 
Both New and Second-Hand.   Call and 
Examine for yourself. 
S. RECORD, Lower Main St. 
NEW    YORK    STORE. 
B.  PECK  &  CO., 
Importers,   Jobbers,   and    Retailers   of 
Dry and Fancy Goods, Millinery, &c. 
126 AND 128 LISBON STREET, LEWISTON, ME. 
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NICHOLS   LATIN   SCHOOL. 
This Institution is located in the city of Lewiston, Maine, and is named in honor 
of LYMAN NICHOLS, Esq., of Boston. The special object of the school is to prepare 
students for the Freshman Class of Bates College, though students who do not con- 
template a College course are admitted to any of the classes which they have the 
qualifications to enter. The School is situated near the College and Theological 
School, and thus affords important advantages of association with students of more 
advanced standing and scholarship. 
The Course of Study comprises three years and as many classes; that is, the first 
year, or third class; the second year, or second class; the third year, or first class. The 
classes arc so arranged that students can enter the school at any time during the year. 
BOARD   OF INSTRUCTION. 
IVORY F. FRISBEE, A.M., PRINCIPAL Teacher of Latin and Greek. 
CLARENCE 0.   WILLIAMS, A.M Teacher of Mathematics. 
EDWARD  R. CHADWICK, A.B Teacher of  Elocution and Rhetoric. 
L. G. ROBERTS Assistant  in   Latin. 
W. P. TIBBETTS Teacher of Ancient History and Geography. 
A.   C.   TOWNSEND Assistant in Mathematics. 
For further particulars send for Catalogue. 
I. F. FRISBEE, Principal. 
LYNDON INSTITUTE, 
LYNDON   CENTRE,  VT. 
WALTER E. RANGER, A.M., PRINCIPAL, 
Teacher of Latin, Political Science, Mental and 
Moral Science. JASON T. DRAPER, A.B.,Teach- 
er of Natural Science and Mathematics. HENRY 
B. BACON, Teacher of Elocution; W. L. BUNK Elf. 
Teacher of Book-keeping, Banking, and Penman' 
ship; MIS8 LIZZIE WHITE, PHECEPTBESSI 
Teacher of French, German, and English. Miss 
CLARA L. HAM, A.B., Teacher of Latin and 
Greek. Miss MABEL C. BEMIS, Teacher of Mu- 
sic. Miss BEULAH STRONG, Teacher of Paint- 
ing and Drawing.   Mus. R. H. HARVEY, Matron. 
For both sexes. Y'oung Ladies' Classical Course, 
College Preparatory Course, Scientific Course, each 
of four years; Commercial Course, of one year. 
Instruction given in Music, Painting, Drawing, and 
Elocution. 
Character of instruction unsurpassed by any sim- 
ilar institution in the State. Modern Methods in 
LANGUAGES AND SCIENCE. No crowded 
classes. An excellent LIBRARY, adapted to wants 
of students. A rare CABINET, probably unequaled 
by any similar institution in Northern New Eng- 
land. Chemical LABORATORY for individual ex- 
perimenting. A pleasant READING-ROOM, con- 
taining a large number of the best papers and mag- 
azines. Large rooms and steam heat. Delightfully 
located. Summer home of N. E. Conservatory of 
Music, for 1885. 
I. W. SANBORN, Sec'y andTreas., 
LYNDONVILLK, VT. 
LEBANON ACADEMY. 
Pupils fitted for Business, Scientific Schools 
or the best Colleges. 
GEORGE H. GOULD, Principal. 
For further particulars, address the Principal, 
or ELIHU HAYES, Sec'y Trustees.  
New Hampton Literary Institution, 
NEW HAMPTON, N. H. 
Six Courses of Study—Classical, English and 
Classical, Regular Scientific, Musical, and Com- 
mercial College Course. 
Address, REV. A. B. MESERVEY, A.M., 
Principal. 
GREEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY, 
WATERBURY CENTRE, VT. 
Courses of Study—College Preparatory, 
Classical and English Commercial. The hest 
Commercial Department in the State. Ex- 
penses Low. 
For further particulars address the Principal, 
MISS LIZZIE COLLEY, at Waterbury Centre. 
MAINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE, 
PITTSFIELD, MAINE. 
Thorough  Courses   of   Study   in   English, 
Classical and Scientific Branches. 
Normal Department attached. 
J. H. PARSONS, A.M., Principal. 
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BATES COLLEGE. 
FACULTY  OF INSTRUCTION AND  GOVERNMENT. 
REV. OREN B. CHENEY, D.D., 
President. 
REV. JOHN FULLONTON, D.D., 
Prof, of Ecclesiastical History and Pastoral Theology. 
JONATHAN Y. STANTON, A.M., 
Professor of Greek and Latin Language!. 
REV. BENJAMIN F. HAYES, D.D., 
Professor of Psychology and Excgetical Theology. 
RICHARD C. STANLEY, A.M., 
Professor of Chemistry and Geology. 
REV. THOMAS  HILL, I).I)., 
Lecturer on Ethics. 
THOMAS L. ANGELL, A.M., 
Professor of Modern Languages. 
REV. JAMES ALBERT HOWE, D.D., 
Professor of Systematic Theology and Homiletics. 
GEORGE C. CHASE, A.M., 
Professor of Rhetoric and Knglish Literature. 
THOMAS HILL RICH, A.M.. 
Professor of Hebrew. 
JOHN   II. HAND, A.M., 
Professor of Mathematics. 
EDWARD   E. CHADWICK, 
Instructor of English Literature and Elocution. 
CLASSICAL DEPARTMENT. 
TERMS OS ADMISSION. 
Candidates for admission to the Freshman Class are examined as follows:— 
LATIN: In six hooks of Virgil's .Eneid; six orations of Cicero; the Catiline of Sallust; twenty exercises of Arnold's 
Latin Prose Composition, and in Harkness' Latin Grammar. GKEEK : In three hooks of Xenophon's Anabasis; two books 
of Homer's Iliad, and in Had ley's (Ireek Grammar. MATHEMATICS: In Loomis' or Greenleaf's Arithmetic, in the first 
twelve chapters of Loomis' Algebra, and in two books of Geometry. ENGLISH -. In Mitchell's Ancient Geography, and in 
Worcester's Ancient History. 
All candidates for advanced standing will be examined in the preparatory studies, and also in those previously pursued 
by the class they propose to enter, or in other studies equivalent to them. 
Certificates of regular dismission will be required from those who have been memliers of other Colleges. 
The regular examinations for admission to College take place on the second Saturday before Commencement, on Tuesday 
preceding Commencement, and on Saturday preceding the first day of the Fall Term. 
COURSE  OF STUDY. 
The regular Course of Instruction is that commended by the leading Colleges of the country as eminently adapted to 
secure liberal culture and a sound classical education. 
EXPENSES. 
The annual expenses are about $200. Pecuniary assistance, from the income of thirteen scholarships and various other 
benefactions, is rendered to those who are unable to meet their expenses otherwise. 
Students contemplating the Christian ministry receive assistance every year of the course. 
THEOLOGICAL  SCHOOL. 
This is a department in the College, established by vote of the corporation July 21,1870. It occupies Nichols Hall, situ- 
ated about a quarter of a mile from the College buildings, and is in charge of a special Faculty appointed by the College 
corporation. 
Candidates for admission are required to furnish testimonials of good standing in some Christian church, and to give 
evidence of their duty to prepare for the gospel ministry, certified by the church of which they are members respectively, or 
by some ordained minister. 
Those who are not graduates from College, previous to entering upon the regular course of study, must be prepared for 
examination in the common English branches, Natural Philosophy, Physiology, Chemistry, Geology, Astronomy, Algebra, 
and !n the Latin and Greek languages. 
Tuition, room rent, and use of libraries free. 
COMMENCEMENT, Thursday JUNE  30,188T. 
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NEW DINING ROOMS 
57 Lisbon Street, Near Music Hall, 
LEWISTON,   ME. 
D. F. LONG, PROPRIETOR. 
Meals at all hours.   The Best of Steaks, 
Oysters, and Ice-Creams. 
CATERING FOR PARTIES A SPECIALTY. 
The Rest Place in the eitv to Get a 
NICE OYSTER STEW. 
V/e arc jpffocjucnpq 
jl pewSeuHngAcLcfurce 
wimcfr 'ficispscafiar 
Acrij/;'Desiring to 
say more aDouf^tf 
$arj space v/dL "ftere 
permif;we request 
vour ac^rcy ff^you. 
are at riff intzrestib. 
m iberaf -ferny t® deafer/* 
& profecftbn ip territory 
llfie Jsftjy Scwinoj 
"lAachme. 
- 
perkins' Orchestra. 
me 
We are prepared to furnish from one to eleven 
n at the shortest notice, for Wedding Parties, 
Exhibitions! Dramatic. Entertainments, Rails, Pri- 
vate Parties, Assemblies, etc. 
Cornet and Piano furnished if desired. 
Call on or address E. PKKKINN, Lewiston, Me. 
Office at Perkins' Cigar Store. 
Lewiston Monumental Works^ 
Manufacturers of Monuments, Tablets, etc. Esti- 
mates furnished for Cemetery ami Building Work, 
from Light. Dark, and Red Granite, American or 
Italian Marble. 
Vt ami  14 Itatfrt Street, Lewiston, Maine. 
JOHN P. MURPHY, Manager. 
£# Cornish k Co., 
(Successors to R. F. Foss,) 
PRACTICAL   TAILORS, 
Court Street, AUBURN, ME. 
C. V. CORNISH, CUTTKK. 
FOR NOBBY STYLES, CALL ON 
T. H. Tiomblj ft Co.,    . 
CUSTOM    TAILORS, 
Opp. Y. M. C. A. Block, Court St., Auburn. 
GBO. H. COI5B, CUTTEK. 
G# M, Atkins k Co., 
MERCHANT TAILORS. 
Best Work and Lowest Prices. 
No. 3 Keene Block, AUBURN, ME. 
]\|rs. M. B. Sprague, 
AGENT   FOB   THE 
BEHNING   PIANO, 
42 Lisbon St., LEWISTON. 
£zra | White, D.D.S, 
DENTAL  ROOMS, 
No. 1 LYCEUM BLOCK, 
Lisbon Street,   -   -   Lewiston, Maine. 
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you Will Find a Good Line of Boots, Shoes, Rubbers, and Slippers 
If you wish to jrcl just what you pay for and the most you can for your money, please Call and Kxamine 
My Stock, which has been largely improved within the last year.   UKMKMHKK T"HK PLACE, 
CORNER   MAIN   AND   LISBON   STREETS,   LEWISTON,   ME. 
SIGN— BIO   BLAOK   BOOT. 
MARLI1T Best Iix Tlie "World 
e 
For larire or small game—32 calibre,40 grains powder; B8 ml, 55 gr.; 
W cal. CO gr.: 15 cal. 70 anil P8 gr. The strongest shooting rllle made 
Perfect accuracy guaranteed and the onlv absolutely safe rllle ontnemar- 
™'r.rj'1'',3    PATT   A T> "H Gnllery, Sporting and Tar- 
reduced.      PX1  MJUJP  ** "  r" ftMw   ■""'' I    The standard 
for tarzet shooting,  hunting, and shooting galleries.    All calibres from 22 to 45. Made in 
fourteen different styles, prices from $18.00 up.   Send for illustrated catalogue. 
MARLIN FIRE ARMS CO.,      -      New Haven, Conn. 
Two targets made with one of our 22 calibre rifles, twenty consecutive shots 
after fifty shots hail already been fired and no cleaning during the entire seventy 
shots. These guns carry off nearly all the prizes at target matches because they 
are always accurate and reliable. 
W.E. Lane... Apothecary,     Jf You Want to Buy 
Lately removed to (he store formerly 
occupied by II. \V. Harbour. 
No. 263 Lisbon St., Lewiston, Me. 
L# E. Brown & Co.. 
Manufacturers of 
Bobbins,   Spools,   and   Skewers, 
And Base-Ball Bats.    Also, Fitted Hard Wood. 
Orders by Mail promptly attended to. 
LEWISTON, MAINE. 
£# k M. S. Millett, 
DEALERS IN 
Millinery and Fancy Goods, 
13 Lisbon St., Lewiston, Me. 
W^akefleld Brothers, 
DKAI.EKS  IN 
Drugs, Medicines, and Chemicals, 
Fancy and Toilet Articles, Sponges, Brushes, 
Perfumery, etc.   Physicians' Prescriptions carefully com- 
pounded, anil orders answered with care and dispatch. 
THE BEST GRADE OF COAL, 
LOW,  FOB ('ASH, CALL ON 
J. N. WOOD, 64 Middle Street. 
Turner & Smith, 
B-A-IKIIEIRS, 
203 Main St., and 328 Lisbon St., Lewiston. 
Cake for Parties and Weddings a specialty. 
Plain anil Ornamental Frosting 
at Short Notice. 
J)r. D. B. Strout, 
DENTIST, 
Corner Main  and  Lisbon  Streets, Over 
Abbott's  Drug  Store. 
Every branch of Dentistry attended to.   A BEAU- 
TIFUL SET OK PERMANENT TKKTH FOB $10. 
LOCAL AGENTS 
'• IN .EVERY TOWN, 
And TRAVELING MEN to sell our 
GLUTEN ENTIRE WHEAT FLOUR, 
Largely Advertised.      Easily Sold. 
Liberal Commissions. 
114 Lisbon Street,   -   -  Lewiston, Maine.     APPLETON   MILLS  CO., CHICAGO,   ILL. 
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J. H. STETSON & CO., 
Successors to BEAN & STETSON, 
Dealers in Stoves, Ranges, Furnaces, 
And Ventilators, Tin, iron, and Copper Ware, /inc. 
Lead Pipe, sheet Lead, &r.    Tin. Iron, and Copper 
Work to order.   65 LISBON STREET. 
KNOWLEDGE IS POWLU.   Then know that tliu 
Uest Place to buy 
CHOICE MILLINERY AND FANCY GOODS, 
IS  AT 
MRS. D.  P. AVERVS. 
2(t" LISBON STREET, OOB. CHESTNUT, LEWISTON. 
O.   Y.   CLARK, 
LIVERY, BOARD, AND FEED STABLE. 
Carriages Furnished for Funerals 
and Private Parties. 
All orders promptly attended to. 
LEWISTON,   ME. 
RICHARDS    &    MPZRUILL, 
Merchant Tailors, .>-.":'* >., Ready-Made Clothing, Furnishing Goods, etc. 
We have always onjiand a very larjre and choice selection of Foreign and Domestic Woolens, in latest styles and nov- 
elties, which we make to order, and guarantee in Fit, Trimmings, and Workmanship, equal to any that can he had in .Maine 
O" A full line of Kine Custom Ready-Made Suits and Overcoats always on hand.   Our Motto: Quick Sales at Small Profits. 
No.   1   Lyceum   Hall   Building;.  Lewiston.   Maine. 
IOSEPH (*l LLOTT'S 
m
 STEEL** PENS.   I 
THE FAVORITE NUMBERS, 303,404,332,351,170, 
AND HIS OTHER STYLES 
SOLD BY ALL DEALERS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD. 
H. P. DORMAN & CO., 
COAL AND WOOD, 
Cedar Street, Lewiston, Me. 
Orders by Telephone. 
Students Patronage Respectfully Solicited. 
PHIL  P.   GETCHELL, 
FASHIONABLE   HATTER, 
110  Lisbon St., Lewiston. 
DR.   EMERY   BAILEY, 
DENTIST, 
No. 3 1-2 LISBON ST., LEWISTON. 
Gas administered to extract Teeth. 
WALKER BROTHERS, 
Wholesale and Retail 
Dealers in 
Oysters, Clams, and Lobsters 
Goods Delivered Without Extra Charge. 
55 Bates St., Near Main St., Lewiston, Me. 
H.  A. WHITNEY, 
Table and Pocket Cutlery 
Locks and Keys, Firearms, and Ammunition 
at the Lowest Prices.   Repairing 
Neatly Done. 
120 LISBON STREET, LEWISTON. 
JORDAN, FROST  & CO., 
Eastern, Western, and Southern 
Lumber, Mouldings, Gutters, and Brackets. 
Planing Mill and Lumber Yard Foot of Cross Canal. 
LEWISTON,  ME. 
WM. JORDAN. A. K. KKOST. K. M. JORDAN. 
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ACfD   PHOSPHAT I 
-] FOB [- 
Dyspepsia, Mental and Physical Exhaustion, Nervousness,'Diminished Vitality, Ac. 
Prepared according to the directions of l'rof. E. X. Horsford, of Cambridge. 
A preparation of the phosphates of lime, magnesia, potash, and  iron with 
phosphoric acid in such form as to be readily assimilated by the system. 
Universally recommended and prescribed by physicians of all schools. 
Its action will harmonize with such stimulants as are necessary to take. 
It is the best tonic known, furnishing sustenance to both brain and body. 
It makes a delicious drink with water and sugar only. 
As a Brain and Nerve Tonic. 
DR. E. W. ROBERTSON, Cleveland, O., says: "From my experience, 
can cordially recommend it as a brain and nerve tonic, especially in nervous 
debility, nervous dyspepsia, etc., etc. 
For Wakefuhiess. 
DR. WILLIAM P. CLOTHIER, Buffalo, N. Y., says : " I prescribed it for 
a Catholic priest, who was a hard student, for wakefulness, extreme nervous- 
ness, etc., and he reports it has been of great benelit to him." 
lit Nervous Debility. 
DR. EDWIN F. VOSE, Portland, Me., says: "I have prescribed it for 
many of the various forms of nervous debility, and it has never failed to do 
good." 
For the III Effects of Tobacco. 
DR. C. A. FERNALD, Boston, says: " I have used it in cases of impaired 
nerve function with beneficial results, especially in cases where the system is 
affected by the toxic action of tobacco." 
Invigorating, Strengthening, Healthful, Refreshing. 
Prices reasonable.    Pamphlet giving further particulars mailed free. 
Manufactured by the RUMFORD CHEMICAL WORKS, Providence, R. I. 
BEWARE OP IMITATIONS. 
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MAINE CENTEAL RAILROAD. 
On and After  October 25, IS SO. 
Passenger Trains Leave Lewiston 
Upper Station. 
7:30 A. M., for Portland and Boston. 
8:00A.M.,Freight  for Waterville, connecting 
at Leeds Junction with mixed train 
for Farming-ton. 
11 :lo A. M., for Portland and Boston. 
2:63 P.M., for Wluthrop, Waterville, Skowtaft. 
gan,Farmington, Bangor, Ellsworth, 
Aroostook Co. ami St. John. 
4:20 1*. M., for I'ortland and Boston, arriving in 
Boston at 9:30 P. M. 
11:06P.M., (Mixed) for Waterville, Skowhegan 
anil St. John. 
Passenger Trains Leave Lewiston 
Lower Station. 
6:45 A.M., tor Brunswick, Batli, liocklaml, 
Augusta, Bangor Portland and Bos- 
ton. 
8:15 A. M., (Mixed,) for Farmington. 
10:30 A. M., for   Bath,    Augusta,   I'ortland   and 
Boston. 
IS:60 P. M., Freight for  Brunswick connecting 
with passenger trains for Augusta, 
Bath, Itociaml, Bangor, Ellsworth 
ami Bar Harbor. 
8:06 P. M., for Faunington. 
5:30 P. M., for Burn-wick, Bath, Augusta and 
Waterville ami for liocklaml,(Satur- 
days only.) 
11:30 P.M., (every night,) for Brunswick, Ban- 
gui'. Bar Ilarlior, Aroostook Co. St. 
.John ami Boston, and lor Bath, 
Saturday night only. Does not run 
beyond Bangor, Sundays. 
Passenger Trains Leave Auburn. 
7:33 A. M , for Portland and Boston. 
8:20 A. M., Freight for Watervi.lc and Farming- 
ton. 
11.14 A. M., for Portland and Boston. 
2:43 P.M., for Wluthrop,  Waterville,  Skowhe- 
gan, Farmington and Bangor. 
M., for Portland anil Boston. 
M., (Mixed,) for Waterville, Skowhegan 
and Bangor. 
All Passenger Trains, stop at the New Con- 
gre.-s St. station, in Portland, where horse cars 
run to and from all points down town. 
4 :23 P 
10:45 P 
Trains arrive at I.ewislon Upper station at 0:60 
A. N'., from Portland ; 2 :47 and 0:15 P. M. from 
Portland and Boston; 10:50 A. M. Iroin Farming- 
ton and Bangor. 
At Bower Station 0:05 A. M., form Portland, 
IJath and Augusta; II .00 and 5:10 P. .M., (.Mixed) 
from Farmington; 3:35 P. M., and 7:2") P. M., 
from liocklaml, Bath, Augusta, Portland and 
Boston; and 1:40 A. M. every morning from 
Boston, Portland and Bangor. 
Through Tickets to all points Fast and West, 
via all routes can be obtained at the ticket offices 
of this company, at the current rates. 
PAYSON TUCKER, 
F. K. BOOTHBT, General Manager. 
Genral Pass, and Ticket Agent. 
Portland, Oct. 15, 1886. junellcod. 
F. I. Dag, 
Fine J<1        .>'l 
Boots M. Shoes. 
Finest   Display of Fancy Work 
IN Tin: CITY, AT 
MRS.L. ATWOOD'S, 
Dealer in RICH MIL1.INKHY and APT NEEDLE- 
WORK.   Materials of all kinds furnished, 
ami Lessons given in Ihe art. 
No.  9 Lisbon Street.... Lewiston, Maine. 
mm 
IE wish to say just a word, and that of 
LAM oar own accord, in praise of the office 
where the Echo has always been printed. 
We doubt if there is another office in the country 
which does more college work than is done at 
the Lewiston Journal  Office.    Patronized by 
four colleges, and some half a dozen academies, 
they are  thoroughly acquainted with the  re- 
quirements of college work.    We could easily 
pick out a member of exchanges, each of which 
would contain more typographical errors than 
do our proof-sheets.   A disposition to accommo- 
date has ever been manifested, and toe wish thus 
to express our appreciation of it.—COLBY ECHO- 
The Bates Student. 
i 
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^ 
F8-   MARVELOUS   PRICES.   -•*& 
BOOKS FOR THE MILLION 
Complete Novelsand Other Works, by Famous Authors, A/most Given Away ! 
Ti.0 following books arc published in neat pamphlet form, many of them liaii(l«oincly lllu«trutc<l, an<l nil are printed 
from good type upon icooil paper. They treat of a great variety of Hiihjecls, mid we think DO one can examine ihi- 
llst without 1111 l i T- : therein many that ho or she would like to possess. In ctoth-oouud form these books would cost $HX) 
each.   Kaeh book is complete in itself. 
1. The Widow Uedott Paper*.    This is the book 
over Vhloh your irrandiuoihiTs laughed till they cried, and 
it is just as funny to-day as ever. 
2. Fancy Work for lloni" Adornment, on en- 
tirely new work unon this subject .containing easy and 
practical instructions for making fancy baskets, wall 
nooltets, brackets, needle work, smbroldery, etc., etc., pro- 
fusely and eletfftutlj illustrated. 
3. I- i Imru'n Knlry Stnrlc* for the Young- T,,(! 
finest collection of fairy itoruH ever published. The child- 
ren will be delighted with  thfMti. 
4. The Lady oi the Luke. By Sir Walter Beott. 
" The Lady of the Lake " is a romance in verse, and of ull 
the works of Scott none is more beautiful than this. 
6. Mtimial of Etiquette for Lalles an I Gentlemen, a 
guide to politeness ami good breeding, giving the rules of 
modern etiquette for all 0 I saslont. 
6. The Standard Letter Writer for Ladies and (■••ntlctiicn, a complete guide to correspnn b-nce, giving 
plain directions for the composition of letters of every 
kind, with innumerable forms nnd examples. 
7. Winter Evening Recreation*, a large collection 
nf Acting Charades, Tableaux, (lames, Puzzles, etc., for 
social gatherings, private theatricals, aud evenings at 
borne* illustrated. 
8. Dialogue*, Recitation* and Reading** a large 
nnd choice collection for school exhibitions and publie and 
private entertainments. 
!*. Parlor Magic and Chemleal Experiment*), 
a book which tells how to perform hundreds of amusing 
•ricks in magic and instructive experiments with simple 
t gents. 
10. The Homo Cook Rook and Family Phjftl- 
elan, containing hundreds of excellent cooking recipes 
nnd hints to housekeepers. ai*o telling how to cure all com- 
mon ailments by simple home remedies* 
11. Manner** and <'u*tom* In Far Away Laud*, 
a verv interesting nnd instructive book of travels, describ- 
ing the peculiar life, habits, tnannersaud customs of the 
people of foreign countries;  illustrated. 
IS. Sixteen Complete Storle* by Popular Authors, 
embracing love, humorous nnd detective stories, stories of 
society life, of adventure, of railway life, etc., all very in- 
teresting. 
IS. The Rudgetof Wit, Humor and Fun, a large 
collection of the funny stories, sketches, anecdotes, poems, 
and jokes that have been written for some years; illus'ted. 
It. I refill Knowledge, for the Million, a handy 
book of useful in formation for all, upon many and various 
subjects : illustrated. 
15. ('ailed Haek. A Novel, by Hugh Conway, author 
of" Dark Davs,' etc. 
16. At the World'* Mercy. A Novel. By Florence 
Warden, author of " The House   on the Marsh," etc. 
IT. Mildred Trcvaiilott. A Novel. By "The Dueh> 
ess," author of "Molly Bawu." eto. 
1*. Hark Days. A Novel, by Hugh Couwav, author 
of "Called Raok/' 
19. The My*tery of the Holly Tree. A Novel. 
By the airhor of ■* Oora Thorne." 
'.'". Shadow* on the Snow. A Novel. By B. L. Far- jeon, author of •' Bread and-Cheese-and-Klsses," etc. 
81. Tbe Gray Woman,   A Novel.   By lire. Gaskell, 
author of " Mirv Barton," etc. 
tt. The Frozen Deep. A Novel. By Wilkle Collins, 
author of " The Woman in White," etc. 
28. Ked Court Farm. A Novel. By Mrs. Henry 
Woo i author of ■■ Rast Lynoe." etc. 
21.   J!i(   ii;iul'-Ni'l.    A Novel.   By the Author of " Dora 
Thome." 
26. Rack to the Old Home. A Novel. By Mary Cecil 
Hay, author ol■• Hi Iden Perils.*' etc. 
26. John Howerbank** Wife. A Novel. By Utsi 
Mulock. author of "John Halifax. Gentleman," etc. 
V,. Lady Gwendoline'* Dream. A Novel. By the 
author of " Dora Thorne." etc. 
M. ,Iu*»er Dune'* Secret. A Novel. By Miss If, K. 
Bri 11 HI. author ol "Aurora Flovd." etc. 
•29 l.eollne. A Novel. By Mary Cecil Hay, author of 
''Brenda Yorke." etc. 
:'-"> Gabriel'* Marriage. A Novel. By Wilkle Collins 
author of " No Name." etc. 
81. Ihivld Hunt. A Novel. By Mrs. Ann S. Stephen*, 
author of " Fashion and Famine." etc. 
82. Heaping the Whirlwind. A Novel. By Mary 
Cecil Bar, author of " Old Middleton's Money," etc. 
33. Oudley 4'nrlcon. A Novel. By Miss M. K. Brad- 
don. author of " Ladv Audley's Secret." etc. 
84. K«*lea; <>R THE MYSTERY OP THE HEADLANDS. A 
Novel. By KnaW. Pierce, author of "The Birth Mark* etc. 
85. A Golden Dawn. A Novel. By the author of 
" Dora Thorne " etc. 
30. Valerie'* Fate. A Novel. By Mrs. Alexander, 
author of "The woolugO't." etc. 
37. SUtcr Rose. A Novel. By WHkle Collins, author 
of "The  Woman in White." etc. 
38. Anne. A Novel. By Mrs. Henry Wood, author ol 
"East LVDI)*1." 
39. The Laurel Hush. A Novel. By Miss Mulock, 
author of "John Halifax. Gentleman." etc. 
40. Amo* Ilarten. A Novel. Bv George KHot, authof 
of "Adam Bede," " The Mill on the Floss," etc. 
OUR UNEOUALED OFFER: 
I..M>I.« 20 <•!«.;   the whole 40 for * 1.00. 
We will send any four of lhc.«o books and our catalogue, containing 
prices of all leading papers and books for 12 cent, in stamps. Any K 
   Send I*. (). Note. Registered Letter, or Money Order, and address j» 
I It VMvll N NKWe COMPANY. ?25 Filbert Street. Philadelphia, Pa. 
The  Bates Student. 
With Dtttan'l BtdHttN Index for 75 coots aeWltleaal. 
WORCESTER'S 
UNABRIDGED 
QUARTO DICTIONARY, 
THE   LARGEST   AND   MOST   COMPLETE    DICTIONARY 
OF THE   ENGLISH   LANGUAGE. 
WITH A SUPPLEMENT, 
EMBRACING    204    ADDITIONAL    PAGFS,    AND    OVER 
12,300    NEW  WORDS   AND  A   VOCABULARY CF 
SYNONYMES OF WORDS IN GENERAL USE. 
THE NEW EDITION  OF 
WORCESTER'S DICTIONARY 
CONTAINS THOUSANDS   OF  WOODS    NOT TO   DE 
FOUND  IN   ANY  OThET  DICTIONARY. 
Fully Illustrated, and contains Four 
Full-page Illuminated Plates. 
Library Sheep, Marbled Edges. 
FOR   S»LE   BY »LL   QOOKSFLLFRS,   OH WILL   BE   SENT.   CARRIAGE 
FREE,   ON   RECEIPT   OF   THE   PRICE BY 
J. B. LlPPINCOTT COMPANY. PUBLISHERS. 
715 and 717 Market Street, Philadelphia. 
T 
IS PRINTED AT THE 
• •        i EWISTON JOURNAL C     .E. 
THE NEW AND ELEGANT 
-HICH ARM— 
"JENNIE JUNE" 
SEWING MACHINE 
IS THE BEST.     BUY NO OTHER. 
The LADIES' FAVORITE, because 
it is LIGHT RUNNING and does 
sucli beautiful work. Agents' Favor- 
ite,because it is a quick and easy seller. 
AGENTS WASTED IN DJCCPFIID TERRITORY 
SKND icoi*. oinouiiAii. 
JUNE MANUFACTURING CO. 
HOB, 9 and 11 North Pearl Street, 
ALBANY, N. Y. 
[STERBROOK'S STEEL PENS 
«     FM.C ON  P 
L1 
Leading Numbers: 14, 048,130, 333, 161. 
For Sale by all Stationers. 
THE   ESTERBROOH   CTEEU   PEN   CO., 
Works, Oamrlen, X. .1. 26 Jchn C... Mew York. 
y\\ 
LANDER & DOTEN, 
Opticians, Watchmakers i Jewelers 
AGENTS FOR ROCKFORD AND AURORA 
WATCHES.   *3- First-Class Repairing. 
No. 2 Keene Block,   -   -   AUBURN, ME. 
ISAAC GODDARD, 
DENTIST 
(Successor to DR. M. B. TREBLE,) 
No. 3 1-2 Phcenix Block, AUBURN, ME. 
E.   H. GERRISH, GLOVER'S ORCHESTRA, 
APOTHECARY, 
145 Lisbon St., cor. Ash, LEW1STON, ME. 
Prescriptions   promptly and accurately prepared. 
Full line of Chemicals, Drugs, Perfumes, Toilet 
Articles, &c, at Reasonable Prices. 
H. O. CUTLER, 
CUSTOM TAILOR, 
AND DEALER IN 
FIKTE   'WOOLENS, 
No. 91  LISBON  STREET, LEWISTON 
TEAGUE &   HALE, 
Successors to W. II. TEAOUE. 
DRUGGISTS AND APOTHECARIES, 
28 LISBON ST., LEWISTON. 
Physicians' Prescriptions accurately compounded. 
ALSO. MANUFACTURERS OF FINE CIGARS. 
CHANDLER & ESTES, 
DEALERS   IN 
School and Miscellaneous Books, 
BLANK  BOOKS,  STATIONERY, 
Paper  Hangings, Window  Shades, 
Pictures and Frames, Artists' Materials, 
and Fancy (ioods, 
100  LISBON   ST., - - LEWISTON,   ME. 
THE LARGEST STOCK OF CHOICE 
Flour, Groceries, Provisions, etc., 
In the City, can be found with 
NEALEY &  MILLER, 
Cor. Main and Bates Streets, LEWISTON. 
«j-Bottom Prices always guaranteed. 
AUBURN,   MAINE. 
Music furnished for Concerts, Entertain- 
ments, and all occasions where Orchestra 
music is needed, at reasonahle prices. 
GEORGE  H. GLOVER. 
THE ART PRESERVATIVE OF ARTS. 
PRINTING 
OF ALL KINDS EXECUTED AT THE 
JOURNAL OFFICE 
LEWISTON, MAINE. 
One of the Largest Printing Houses East of Boston. 
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF 
First-Class Book and College Printing. 
Don't send out of the State, for we guarantee 
to give Good Work at Low Prices. 
Address all orders to 
Journal Office,  Lewiston,  Maine. 
AND DEALER  IN 
BLANK  BOOKS, 
ALBUMS, AND 
ART NOVELTIES. 
College Stationery a Specialty. 
No. 2 Frye Block, 
LEWISTON, - MAINE. 
FINE GOODS. LOW  PRICES. 
BUBIER   &   MASON, 
PAINTERS AND PAPER HANGERS 
HOUSE AND DECORATIVE  PAINT- 
ING, GRAINING, GLAZING, 
KALSOMIN1NG,   AND 
WALL-TINTING. 
All Work Done in a Workmanlike Manner. 
BATB8 ST.,Oi'l\ ELBOTBXG LIGHT STATION. 
TEMPLE   &   CO., 
Clothiers, Hatters, and Furnishers, 
LEWISTON,   MAINE. 
THE     BEST     GRADES     OF 
COAL 
At HARPER & GOOGIN'S, 
138 Bates St.    57 Whipple St. 
+ BOSTON    STORE.4 
OSWALD & ARMSTRONG 
The Largest and Most Complete DRY AND  FANCY GOODS STORE in the State. 
We call special attention to our lar^e line of 
Black Silks, Colored Silks, Black and Colored Silk Rhadames, 
Also our immense stock of WOOL DRESS GOODS, in all the Novelties of the Season. 
Special attention given to filling orders from out of town.   SAMPLES 
furnished on application.    Our stock of HOUSEKEEPING 
GOODS is always complete; also, our stock of 
DOMESTICS, IN COTTONS, CRASHES, BLANKETS, &c. 
As la well known, we are headquarters for READY-MADE CLOAKS and Ladies'and Children's 
OUTSIDE WRAPS. 
We invite all to visit our store or send for samples.    We are the onbj STRICTLY ONE-rRICE 
store in Lewiston.    Our Motto, " Quick Sales and Small Profits." 
OlSW  ALD & AIRIMIS T|R ON G. 
